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1 Welcome

A very warm welcome to PoreXpert version 2 , the world-leading, patented simulation of pore
networks and pore fluids within a very wide range of real and hypothetical porous materials.

This edition  of the User Manual is available as a bound paper copy, a download from the website
(pdf format), individual pages on the website, and as individual context-sensitive help pages supplied

with the PoreXpert software, accessed via one of the  buttons or clicking your F1 key.  The
context-sensitive help system accesses the relevant website page if you are on-line, as that is likely
to be more up to date, particularly with regard to tutorials. 

Various different versions  of the software are available.

If you need to register the software, then please see Registration .

If you would like a step by step guide through the software, then start at the Welcome screen .

To discover whether your experimental technique can provide input to the model, then go to the
Experimental Techniques  section.

If you want to check the validity of the model, then skip to our studies of property simulation
validation , and description of the software consistency  testing. 

If you just want to plunge into the software and see what it can do for you, then there are Tutorials
for you to follow. A list of keyboard shortcuts  can be printed out for reference purposes.

Finally, you may have a very specific problem that you want solve, and you wish to see if PoreXpert
can enlighten you.  In that case, have a look at the Table of Contents or search the Index for the
property that concerns you.

Brief description of PoreXpert

Scope
PoreXpert's primary strength is its ability to inverse model the percolation characteristics of almost
any rigid porous material. The primary measures of percolation characteristics are by mercury
porosimetry , porometry  or water retention . 

It is also possible to input mathematically specified void networks , for example on the basis of
electron microscopy, and to modify existing structures  to simulate ageing, higher pressure
sintering, weight loss etc. 

Materials that can be studied include catalysts, tight-oil shale, nuclear graphite, filters, battery
separators, sinters and soil. (For high porosity samples, consult the intermediate tutorial  on how
to view them.) What PoreXpert cannot usefully model are highly ordered nanoporous materials such
as zeolites, highly deformable materials, and extremely highly porous materials such as aerogels. 

Once the void structure has been generated, a wide range of void network properties  can be
measured, and the behaviour of pore fluids - liquids, gases, suspensions and dissolved ions - can be
simulated. 
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Scientific basis
PoreXpert is an inverse modelling package - i.e. it tries to go backwards from effect to cause.  That is
extremely difficult - specifically, for a particular mercury intrusion curve, porometry wet and dry curve,
or soil water retention characteristic, there are a huge number of void networks that would all give the
experimental curve. Many people cannot handle the fact that there is no single solution to their
problem, so they take an easy way out - in the case of mercury porosimetry, they take the first
derivative (slope) of the intrusion curve and assume that shows the void size distribution, or
characterize a filter just by its porometry bubble point, or a soil by its Van Genuchten parameters.
Each approach is a dead-end - the parameters are almost meaningless unless your sample can be
described by a capillary bundle model , and do not allow further analysis or prediction, even
though many think that they do.  
So on the basis of a major body of research, both experimental and theoretical, carried out over four
decades at the University of Plymouth, U.K., and our research partners in academia and industry, we
have produced an inverse modeller for all to use. PoreXpert version 2 is another giant step forward,
because it allows identification of those voids that are actually clusters of smaller voids. The research
on which it is based was published in 2018, and is recommended reading for anyone wishing to use
PoreXpert for their research or product development.

User-friendly characteristics
vThe software is highly automated, with a user-friendly interface that by default hides the

numerous options available.  
v It is intelligent - its uses a quasi-Bayesian Boltzmann-annealed simplex to search for

suitable void structures, which is skewed towards its experience of modelling previous
samples, and to Euler beta void size distributions which include Gaussian and
Poisson-like distributions.  It also progressively learns about your samples as you use
it.

vThere are a range of outputs - on-screen graphs and structures, 3-D virtual reality
visualizations , and outputs to PoreXpert files for re-starting calculations, to fully
formatted pdf reports , and to comma separated numerical tables suitable for your own graphs.

Scientific characteristics
vPoreXpert has characteristics that are likely to be different from other models that

you may have used.  It is stochastic - i.e depends on random numbers to generate a
range of possible answers.  In order for its answers to be predictable, rather than yet
another variable, it uses pseudo random numbers  - i.e. predictable for each
chosen stochastic generation seed - as tested in our software validation .

vThe software is a priori - i.e. based on pure mathematics and physical chemistry.
There are approximations, but there are no semi-empirical calibration factors - it is
fudge factor free. So it is wise to calibrate the answers against your own
experimental characterisations if they are available.  PoreXpert gives invaluable
insights into trends in sample properties, saving days of trial and error lab testing.
Real world examples are shown in our property validation exercise , and what-if
experiments  - for example how will the wettability of a porous building stone
change after weathering, or how would the filtration characteristics of a filter change if
the sinter was compressed by an additional 5 %.  
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2 Licenses and Versions

Versions
This user manual describes PoreXpert version 2, a major upgrade developed by a team of
programmers .  It features, primarily, a unique, patented, automated method of identify which voids
are likely to be clusters . Many other improvements are incorporated - including better usability via
file name prompts  and more informative operations list , improved tortuosity simulation ,
improved batch progress  and build  notifications, and updated csv and pdf reporting .
There are various sub-versions  of PoreXpert controlled by your licence.  Non-English language
versions  are also available. 

2.1 PoreXpert sub-versions

PoreXpert is the successor to Pore-Cor Research-Suite . The different sub-versions of PoreXpert,
controlled by your software licence, are listed below. For an up to date list of their various
specifications, please visit www.porexpert.com/specifications/ . Non-English language international
versions  are also available.

PoreXpert Professional is the fully featured version for
research and development. 

PoreXpert Academic is a full version supplied at large discount to
universities and research institutes who wish to use it solely for research
purposes, cite its use in their publications, and keep us informed of the
outputs of their research. It is also great for teaching - students love the virtual
reality, and being able to print out a pre-formatted pdf report of all the
modelling operations so they do not need to write a report themselves !

PoreXpert is a partially featured version for trials and
supplied at a discount

The Cloud versions of PoreXpert are configured to run on
our local or remote cloud computing facilities.  They run
by command line within a Linux (Ubuntu) environment,
and so have no overheads. The raw computing power is
useful for carrying out simulations for large unit cells
(greater than 20x20x20) of permeability, tortuosity and
wetting in hours and days rather than weeks. Please
contact us if you have specific calculations you would like

to be run on cloud computers - typically for a major research or development programme involving
multiple simulations of that type. 
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2.2 Licence Registration, Installation and Upgrading

Licence
To be able to run PoreXpert you will need the license supplied with the software. The license is either
a software license linked to the computer hardware, or a hardware license on a hardware key
(dongle) which plugs in to the USB port on your computer.

Installation
The installation should proceed correctly simply by running the Advanced Installer package supplied
to you.  However, anti-virus and defender software may worry about it.  Be assured that it is signed
software from PoreXpert Ltd, that is virus free. So there should be no problem in informing anti-virus
software that you trust the installer.  You may even need to de-activate the virus protection for few
minutes - but that is of course at your own risk with respect to other virus attacks that may occur
during that brief period. 
 

Moving between computers
The dongle can be moved between computers to activate individual use on different computers. 
PoreXpert learns  by experience of fitting your own samples.  That experience is stored in a file
bigmatrix... stored in the PoreXpert directory created when you installed the software.  So if you
move between computers, that experience may be lost.  To retain it, ensure that file is also moved to
the same place on the new computer.  If you want to share the experiences of two computers,
simply append one list of numbers to the other - although be very careful to maintain the correct
format (by using e.g NotePad rather than Excel), and also be aware that repetitions in that file will
slow down the simplex. 

Registration

If you wish to download the PoreXpert software from the website, you must first register as a new
PoreXpert site user at https://www.porexpert.com/registration2.html : 

Then follow the subsequent instructions.

PoreXpert Version Maintenance 
The Annual Lease option for PoreXpert includes an annual support charge in the cost of the lease
which entitles you to free updates to the software.

Unlike for most other software, the Perpetual License allows free updates. We classify an update
to the software as a minor update to the software e.g. from version 1.0 to version 1.1. An upgrade is

71

https://www.porexpert.com/registration2.html
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a major revision, with new features, and is marked by going from, for example, version 1 to version 2.
All perpetual users are entitled to a discounted upgrade price when PoreXpert is upgraded.

Upgrading PoreXpert Versions 
The PoreXpert software package version can be changed remotely, first by contacting us via our
website.
It is also possible to upgrade by contacting the agent who originally sold you PoreXpert. The upgrade
cost is the difference between the list price of the version of the software you are using and the
version you are upgrading to. It is only possible to upgrade within your current licensing scheme, so
if you are using the perpetual licence you must upgrade to the perpetual license.
 

Remote updating and upgrading

Copies of PoreXpert Professional and PoreXpert Professional Academic are protected by a security
dongle that plugs into one of the USB ports on your computer. You may need to reprogram it to
obtain an upgrade of PoreXpert.

If you do need to reprogram it, first download the Remote Update application from the Downloads
page of the website, unzip the file and run the application. (The software is signed POREXPERT LTD
to show its validity, but nevertheless you may have to briefly disable over-vigilant anti-virus software to
run it.)

Ensure your hardware key is plugged into a USB port on your computer. Select the Collect Status
Information tab and click on the Update of existing protection key option.   Then click the Collect
Information button as shown below. 

The application will generate a C2V (customer to vendor) file for you to send to PoreXpert Ltd.  The
customer support manager will then send you a V2C file (vendor to customer). When you receive it,
download it into any convenient directory.  Then plug in your dongle,  re-start the RUS application,

http://www.porexpert.com/contact-us/
https://www.porexpert.com/product-download/
https://www.porexpert.com/product-download/
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select the Apply License File tab, find the file with the browser button at the bottom, and click
Apply Update as shown below. 

 

2.3 International Versions

PoreXpert has been designed to support use in different countries, with the software using the
appropriate number format and creating reports in different languages. Currently our programmed part
of PoreXpert works in English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Portugese.  To select the
language, click on the drop-down menu on the Welcome screen, shown circled in red on the image
below, or on the Help | About PoreXpert page accessible from the Home screen. 

If you notice omissions or mistakes in translation, please can you let us know via email, giving your
preferred wording if appropriate.

 

mailto:support@porexpert.com
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vEnglish

vFrench
(Francais)
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vGerman
(Deutsch)
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v Italian
(Italiano)

vSpanish
(Español)
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vPortugese
(Português)

 

2.4 User Manual editions

PoreXpert
version

Edition Format Release date Editor and/or
author

Updated contents

1.6 - 1.8 1 All : 2012 C.M.Gribble Edit and update of Pore-Cor
user manual, incorporting
fundamentals sections by
G.P.Matthews

2 2.1 print, pdf,
website 

from April 2020G.P.Matthews (i) complete edit and update of
1st edition

and context
sensitive

pages

(ii) new features for v2 (cluster
analysis, tortuosity) described
and added to tutorials
(iii) new section on software
validation, including new
permeability validation
(iv)  Initialisation tutorials
updated.  Two new Analysis
Operations tutorials included,
and one new Calculation
Operations tutorial (Wetting
Fluid Uptake).  Other old
tutorials deleted.
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2.5 Software credits

Pore-Cor, and its successor PoreXpert, has been programmed and applied over several decades by a
succession of talented researchers, as members of the University of Plymouth Environmental and
Fluid Modelling Research Group, and subsequently as employees of PoreXpert Ltd.  All have been
guided, supervised and occasionally aided by G.P.Matthews.  

They include, in approximately chronological order of main contribution:  
M.C.Spearing (Pore-Cor percolation algorithm), I.M.Roy (Pore-Cor simplex and soil water retention
application), A.Johnson (soil water retention application), D.M.W. Peat (soil water retention

application), C.J.Ridgway (Pore-Cor algorithms), G.M.Laudone (PoreXpert algorithms and cluster
graphics, PoreXtract for Android), J.Schoelkopf (paper coating application), S.A.Huggett (particle

sizes within solid phase), P. Gerstner (PoreXpert user interface, PoreXtract for iPhone, thermal
conductivity), A.G. de G.Matthews (simplex manipulation of Euler beta and gamma distributions),
J.C.Price (filtration application), H.Figueiredo (cluster void size calculation), K.L.Jones (graphite
application) and J.W.B.Matthews (Pore-Cor DirectX graphics, server versions, cloud hardware,
architecture, NUnit testing update, increased user interactions through file prompts and operation
screen information, update tortuosity algorithm, cluster ratio automation, v2 user registration system,
v2 installer).

Solwn, c.600 B.C., ex Poetae Lyrici Graeci, ed. Bergk 
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3 Fundamentals of Experimental Techniques

PoreXpert's primary ability is to inverse model the measured percolation characteristics of porous
samples. 
The experimental measurement techniques currently supported by PoreXpert are mercury
porosimetry , porometry  and water retention . Adsorption and surface area
measurements  can be used as indirect input.
This Part provides details about the theory of these techniques within the context of their use by
PoreXpert for data input.  So you should read sections relevant to your own experiments and
materials to avoid modelling artefacts and errors. Also included are recommendations to improve
your experimental technique  and a comparison of porometry and mercury porosimetry .

3.1 Mercury Porosimetry

Mercury intrusion porosimetry is a destructive technique that renders the sample non-reusable. Its
popularity stems from its ability to probe voids over a very wide size range, down to 4 nm for high
pressure instruments. 
The technique is dependent on the behaviour of non-wetting mercury as it inundates (intrudes) a
porous object under the action of external pressure. The Laplace equation 1, itself derived from the
Young-Laplace equation for the pressure across a curved liquid boundary held in tension, governs the
behaviour of non wetting liquids in a capillary:
 

[1]
where d is the pore equivalent capillary diameter, γ is the interfacial tension between mercury and
air, P is the applied pressure and θ is the contact angle. (This equation is also referred to as the
Washburn equation, but that equation is time-dependent.)

Porosimetry measurements are nearly always carried out using mercury, since it is the only liquid
that is sufficiently inert and non-wetting for general applications. Equation 1 is, therefore, widely
applicable, and the non-wetting nature of mercury means that it is necessary to apply pressure in
inverse proportion to pore diameter, such that a record of the pressure provides the analysis of pore
diameter.
 
After intrusion, the reverse procedure, with pressure reduction, allows the drainage or extrusion curve
to be obtained, as the mercury emerges from the regions of the sample where it is possible to do so.

The commonly used values for γ and θ, for mercury entering an evacuated sample, are 0.485 N m-1

and 140°, respectively. There are, however, uncertainties and variations  in these values, the
consequences of which have been discussed by Van Brakel .
 
The void size distribution, obtained by the first derivative of the cumulative volume-pressure intrusion
curve, subsequently applying the Laplace equation, is representative of a one-dimensional model of a
porous solid, consisting of parallel equivalent capillaries, as described in the capillary bundle
model  section. However, this model cannot fully explain some of the typically encountered
geometrical pore network features, which result in important subtleties arising in the data obtained
from mercury intrusion porosimetry. For example, the intrusion and extrusion curves typically differ.
The 'shielding' of larger void spaces, or pores, by narrower void spaces, or throats leading to them,
causes this hysteresis effect. The shielding requires a higher than expected pressure for many of the
features to fill. Similarly, rapid extrusion of mercury can lead to detachment, known as 'snap off',
within the mercury column as the strictures imposed by throats prevents the flow of mercury needed
to replenish that being extruded.
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In order to understand how PoreXpert overcomes the shielding problem, you should download and
read our article published in Transport in Porous Media in 2018. 

3.1.1 Mercury Porosimetry Experimental Recommendations

We recommend the following protocols for mercury porosimetry to allow you to model data with
PoreXpert.
 
• Service the mercury porosimeter at regular intervals.
• Check the calibration of the instrument using manufacturers reference materials or certified

reference materials.
• Participation in inter-laboratory comparison exercises to check performance of your laboratory

against other laboratories worldwide.  Through such participation, additional materials can become
certified reference materials. This increases the range of certified reference materials for more
applications.

• Use freshly distilled or research grade mercury. If you do not have mercury cleaning facilities do
not attempt to reuse the mercury from one run to the next.

• Carry out the measurements in a laboratory which is thermostatted to ± 1 degree Centigrade. A
good idea for all mercury porosimeters is to use an external calibrated temperature data logger to
monitor the external temperature throughout the experiment.

• Carry out a blank run with the same penetrometer / sample vessel as for the sample run, using the
same pressure table with identical experimental parameters and performed at a known
temperature so the density of the mercury is known.

• Set the equilibration time at each pressure to at least 1 minute - this allows the mercury to reach
all of the void features at each size or any shielded void features. The slower equilibrium time also
reduces the thermal effects improving the accuracy and precision of your experimental data.

 
If either the intrusion or extrusion curve has a discontinuity at high pressure, and looks as though it
has been chopped off horizontally, you cannot use the data for PoreXpert. To cure this effect, work
through the following checks in order, until the effect is cured:
 
• Check that you have not run out of stem volume for measuring the amount of mercury intruding the

sample.
• Add one or two extra target pressure points very near the maximum pressure. This will effectively

slow down the experiment at highest pressures, and reduce any heating effect in the mercury.
• If the truncation occurs at pressures which are above those necessary to fully characterise the

sample, then run the experiment to a maximum pressure below the truncation, but above the point
of 100%`sample intrusion.

• Get the porosimeter serviced, including a change of seals and/or pressure transducers.
• Porosity and density values can be measured using alternative techniques such as pycnometry

and are recommended.

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11242-018-1087-1
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3.1.2 Compression Correction of Experimental Data

The compression correction for PoreXpert is a separate application, PoreXpand, that is launched
separately. 

PoreXpand can be purchased separately by contacting us via support@porexpert.com or the contact
us page on the website. The compression correction only works with Thermo Fisher and
Micromeritics data files. The Thermo Fisher compression correction can read all of the required data
from the data file exported to Pore-Cor or to PoreXpert. For assistance with exporting data from a
Thermo Fisher instrument, follow the instructions provided here . The compression correction will
not work with data that has already been corrected for compressibility by the Thermo Fisher SOLID
software.
 
The compression correction cannot be performed completely automatically; it requires input from the
user to ensure that the compression correction is not over correcting the intrusion curve.
 
The compression correction works by calculating the bulk modulus of the sample which will change
the shape of the high pressure intrusion and extrusion curves (as detailed in the background
science ). The high pressure intrusion curve typically indicates intrusion of mercury into the
sample at high pressure, although there are other effects that can cause this simulated intrusion
effect. The experimental apparatus consists of a glass sample chamber sealed with a metal cap at
high pressures the glass sample chamber can expand because of the pressure exerted by the
mercury. The mercury can also be compressed at extremely high pressures allowing more mercury
into the sample chamber. Both of these effects can be corrected for by using a blank chamber
analysis performed using identical conditions.
 
PoreXpand exports the data in an appropriate format for use with PoreXpert, providing PoreXpert with
details about the intrusion fluid and providing the corrected intrusion and extrusion curves for
modelling. When opening a data file that has been exported by PoreXpand, the description of the
sample will additionally show a message indicating that the data has been corrected for
compressibility by PoreXpand, which is also added to the PDF reports. The next figure shows a
sample that has been corrected for compressibility by PoreXpand and has been opened by
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PoreXpert. The data file has not been trimmed to remove any possible edge effects - this can also be
done in PoreXpand.
 

Sampling screen showing a mercury porosimetry curve corrected using PoreXpand.

The mathematics behind the correction method has been published by us (Gane et al., 1996) ,
and further details are given in the following background science  section.

3.1.2.1 Compression correction background science

When using mercury intrusion porosimetry data, due to the high pressures used during the
experiment (up to 414 MPa) and the differing compressibilities of mercury, sample and penetrometer.
The experimentation is subject to various compressibility errors and these need to be corrected to
obtain a true measure of the void space of a sample.
 
If the sample was completely incompressible, the experimentally observed mercury intruded volume,
Vobs, would include the volume of mercury intruded into the sample, V

int
, the volume expansion of

the analysis chamber or penetrometer, δV
pen

, and the compression of the mercury δV
Hg

 (Gane et al.,

1996):
 

[1]
 

The term representing the expansion of the chamber can be evaluated by running a blank run with no
sample in the penetrometer. The term representing the compressibility of the mercury itself can be
evaluated by using experimentally derived equations, which relate the volumetric compression of
mercury as a function of pressure. The working equation for an incompressible sample becomes:
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[2]

 

where δV
blank

 is the change in the blank run volume reading, V1
bulk

 the sample bulk volume at

atmospheric pressure and Papp the applied external pressure.
 
In order to obtain a correct interpretation of the mercury porosimetry intrusion curves one has to take
into account this compressibility and apply another correction to the observed intruded volume. If Y

ss

is the compressibility of the sample and M
ss

 its bulk modulus, then

[3]
 

The final expression for the fully corrected intruded volume is shown in Equation 4. The raw mercury
intrusion curves can be corrected for these errors using the Porexpert compressibility correction
algorithm.

[4]
 

where F1 is the porosity of the sample at one atmosphere, P1 is the atmospheric pressure.
 
Further reading into the derivation of Equation 4, may be found in Gane et al., 1996 , and gives a
comprehensive insight into how the correction procedure is used to provide true volumes of intrusion
for a sample. The equation also calculates the bulk modulus of the sample, which refers to a ratio of
applied pressure to the decrease in sample volume when a uniform pressure is applied to the surface
of a material. The bulk modulus is the inverse of compressibility and is given in units of pressure.
Large values of bulk modulus imply the sample is relatively incompressible and those with small
values highly compressible. For comparison polystyrene has a bulk modulus of around 3.5 GPa and
diamond has a bulk modulus of around 440 GPa.
 

3.2 Adsorption / surface area analysis

The highest pressure mercury porosimeters only probe pore-throats down to a size of 4 nm. 
However, some materials have void network and pore-fluid properties which are predominantly, or
significantly, governed by voids below 4 nm, and pore-fluids within them.  Under such circumstances,
it is possible to extend the percolation curve to smaller sizes.  To do that, a very high sensitivity and
accuracy surface area analyser is required.  Then, if the surface of the sample is sufficiently well
characterised and homogeneous, an equivalent percolation curve can be calculated from the
Langmuir adsorption isotherm by matching it to Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations
(see Jones et al., 2018 , and Matthews et al., 2018) .  For heterogeneous nanoporous solids,
such as tight-oil shales, GCMC is not possible, and simpler approximations, such as BJH, are
unlikely to work.   
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3.3 Porometry

Porometry is a technique also utilised for the determination of pore-size distribution of a porous
material. It is used within the filtration industry as a quality control tool to ensure consistency of filter
media between production batches, and to characterise filters. Porometry is a non-destructive
technique, in the sense that the same sample can be repeatedly measured. However, it probes a
much narrower range of pore sizes than porosimetry, typically 0.07 – 300 µm.

The method utilises a liquid expulsion technique, where a sample that has been fully wetted and
saturated by a liquid is expelled by increasing the gas pressure above the menisci. The wetting liquid
is specifically chosen to have the properties of low surface tension, low vapour pressure and low
reactivity. To ensure complete saturation by wetting, some samples may require wetting under
vacuum (Calvo et al., 1995 ). The sample has to be saturated, not just wetted - if required the
sample is saturated using the wetting fluid under vacuum.
 
Wetting alone can mean that just the inner surface of the pores is wetted by a film of liquid. It is
necessary to establish a meniscus bridging the whole pore diameter if a measure of pore size is to
be obtained. A continually increasing gas pressure is applied across one external sample face. The
gas phase progressively replaces the wetting fluid in ever finer pores as the gas pressure is
increased. Eventually, the liquid is expelled as the gas phase pressure exceeds the capillary wetting
pressure. Throughout the analysis, surface tension of the wetting fluid acts to retain the wetting
phase within the pore structure. Therefore, when removing the wetting fluid from the pore structure,
by means of the gas overpressure, the surface tension needs to be overcome. The pressure required
is, therefore, equivalent to the capillary pressure (Amey et al., 2008).
 
 
The sizes of pore features are related to flow rate versus gas pressure by the Laplace equation,
mentioned previously. The non-wetting fluid used by porometry is air or nitrogen.
 

 
The Laplace parameters are changed for porometry when compared with mercury porosimetry, in

that contact angle of the wetting fluid θ is 0°, and interfacial tension γ is 0.016 N m-1. The instrument
is connected to a gas supply with a typical maximum pressure of 13 bar and a minimum flow rate of

100 dm3 (litres) per minute.
 
The non-wetting fluid used to displace the wetting fluid is typically air or nitrogen and the properties of
the interface between the wetting and non-wetting fluid depend on the wetting fluid and the non-
wetting fluid. 

(For more information about the wetting / non-wetting fluid interface please contact your porometer
instrumentation supplier.)
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3.4 Water Retention

Soil water
 
Soil holds water in its matrix by adsorption onto particles and by capillarity in the pores (Marshall et
al., 1996 ). Soil water will contain energy; its potential energy, and more specifically the pressure
potential, is most important as it characterizes its physicochemical condition and movement. The
pressure potential is considered to be negative as the water pressure is sub-atmospheric. It is often
known as matric potential, tension or suction (Hillel, 1982 ). Soil-water potential is expressed in
terms of energy per unit mass or volume.
 
Water in unsaturated soil is constrained by the capillary and absorptive forces and so energy is
required to remove it from the soil. Finer pores exert greater force per unit cross-section area of soil
water meniscus than larger pores and so at a given tension soils with smaller pores will retain more
water (Klocke and Hergert, 1990). The relationship between soil water content and soil water tension
is presented graphically and termed the soil-moisture characteristic curve or water retention curve. In
saturated soil at equilibrium with atmospheric pressure the tension is zero. As the water content
decreases, the tension used to hold water increases. Soil structure will affect the shape of the curve,
as at low tensions ( 0 - 100 kPa) the amount of water retained is a function of capillarity and therefore
pore-size distribution. At high tensions, water is retained due to adsorption and so texture is more
influential (Hillel, 1982)
 
Soil water can be classified into three categories: (1) gravitational water, which drains readily by
gravitational force, (2) available water, which is retained by capillary forces and is available for
extraction by plants, and (3) unavailable water, which is held by adsorptive forces and is unavailable
for plant uptake (Klocke and Hergert, 1990) . Field capacity refers to the water content at the
upper limit of the available water range. This can be defined as the amount of water retained in a soil
after it has been saturated and allowed to drain for 24 hours (Klocke and Hergert, 1990)  and
corresponds to 5 kPa suction under British conditions and in sandy soils (Hall et al., 1977). The
water content at 1500 kPa is an approximation of the permanent wilting point; this lower limit of the
available water range is the point where plants have extracted all available water and will wilt and die.
The available water capacity is a measure of the amount of water held between field capacity and
wilting point, and varies with soil texture. Soil water content (θ ) is often expressed as a percentage
by mass (θ

M
) or volume (θ

v
).

 

Context of water retention measurements

Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is the primary measure of the ease of transport of water and
dissolved or suspended chemicals through the vadose region. Mualem (1976)  has shown that
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity can be approximately calculated from a soil's water retention
characteristic. Water retention characteristics are difficult and time consuming to measure, but are
nevertheless easier to measure than unsaturated hydraulic conductivities over a full range of
saturations. Therefore, water retention characteristics tend to be crucial in estimating hydraulic
conductivity, and hence water and chemical transport. To provide more global estimates of water
retention, the property is often related to the more readily measured properties of texture, density
and organic carbon content using multiple regression functions known as pedo-transfer functions.
Pedo-transfer functions have been used for a wide range of uncultivated soils, amongst others US
soils (Pachepsky et al., 2006) , Danish soils (Borgesen and Schapp, 2005)  and English and
Welsh soils (Mayr and Jarvis, 1999) . Pedo-transfer functions are also used more generally to
relate a wider range of hydraulic properties, including run-off, infiltration and meteorological heat
balance due to soil moisture (Pachepsky et al., 2006) . Despite their usefulness, pedo-transfer
functions have weaknesses which are well known. These include their tendency to be based on
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laboratory measurements; water retention in the field situation tends to be lower (Pachepsky and
Rawls, 2003) .
 

Critique of current approaches to interpretation
 
In the context of the standard experimental procedure for measuring water retention , there exist a
series of major problems associated with the study of the void structure of soil, and here we need to
make a brief description of five of them. The first, (i), arises from the fact that there is an implicit
assumption within much of soil physics that all voids within soil are fully accessible to the exterior of
the sample with respect to fluid for flow, imbibition or drainage. Such accessibility can be thought of
in terms of a bundle of capillary tubes  which open to the surface. Each tube is implicitly assumed
to be of a constant size, and not connected with others of a different size. Under these
circumstances, it is possible to assume that the void size distribution can be directly derived from
the first derivative (i.e. slope) of the water retention curve. On this basis, Mualem (1976)
calculated unsaturated hydraulic conductivity from water retention, and Dexter (2004)  derived the
S-factor for measuring soil health. The assumption of complete accessibility is also implicit in fractal
approaches, including the pore-solid fractal (Bird and Perrier, 2003)  also used by Huang and
Zhang (2005) .
 
In practice, however, voids generated by geophysical processes rather than soil macro fauna are
often surrounded by smaller connecting 'throats', a phenomenon often referred to as the 'shielding' or
'shadowing' of the voids. In the case of the porous rocks, the extent of this shielding can be
discovered by filling a sample with low-melting Woods metal, and dissolving away the rock (Wardlaw
et al., 1987). But Wood's metal destroys the structure of soil, and resin or carbowax leaves a
structure from which the soil cannot easily be dissolved away. Neither do thin sections give an
unambiguous determinant of the extent of shielding, because in two dimensions it is impossible
reliably to differentiate between pores and throats. So one has to guess the extent of this
phenomenon on the basis of the known water retention characteristics and the overall porosity of the
soil. Guesswork is unsatisfactory, but is nevertheless better than disregarding the shielding.
Furthermore, the reliability of the guesswork can be estimated by carrying out a series of stochastic
realisations of the model.  See Matthews et al. 2018 for our latest work on this problem. 
 
Another disadvantage of using the first derivative of the water retention, rather than the shape of the
whole curve, is that it induces a lack of experimental rigour. In practice many water retention curves
are incomplete, because the sample drains by gravity at the lowest tension or the investigator has
not measured water retention at the lowest tension. Often, the highest tension is not enough to
remove water from e.g. clays. Another problem is that during water retention measurement, the
sample can expand or shrink. If such volume change is not compensated for when calculating the
total sample water retention gravimetrically, illogical results may be derived, for example that the
amount of water removed from the sample is greater than the amount it can contain.
 
In practice, complete curves are almost impossible to obtain, so we have to model incomplete
curves. We then have to decide whether the modelled porosity should be that picked up from the
observed water retention curve, or the total porosity measured gravimetrically from the total water
retention capacity. If one uses the observed water retention curve equivalent to a fractional water
retention range of 0.81 to 0.20 (v/v), it avoids the danger of modelling immobile water, but opens one
to the possibility of not modelling large, gravity drained pores. The range is converted to air-intrusion
values but one must make sure that only voids within the appropriate size range are modelled.
 
Problem (iii) is the intractability of the shapes of the water retention characteristic curves. The curves
vary monotonically from maximum water retention at low tensions to maximum at high tensions, and
usually, but not always, exhibit a point of inflection and position of maximum slope at an
intermediate tension. Such behaviour is not much on which to base a mathematical fitting function.
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However, the necessity of parameterising water retention curves for input to pedo-transfer functions
has spawned a host of fitting functions, such as the van Genuchten function (1980) , Brooks-
Corey function (Ma et al., 1999) , and modified Brooks-Corey function (Mayr and Jarvis, 1999) .
Although very useful for input to pedo-transfer functions, and convenient for applying to other soil
characteristics (Zhu et al., 2004) , the straight-jackets of the assumed functionalities of these
fitting functions tend to mask subtle effects such as those caused by roots. The arbitrariness of the
functions also tends to result in different predictions of water retention by pedo-transfer functions
based on different fitting curves. McBratney et al. (2002)  suggests that this problem can be
overcome by using Monte Carlo methods to choose the results from the pedo-transfer function which
gives the least variance.
 
To avoid the problem of intrusion curve shape, the void network model performs a point by point fit to
the experimental water retention curves. This procedure then exposes two further problems, (iv) and
(v), which are both theoretical and practical. Problem (iv) is that the standard protocol for
measurement of water retention curves is to measure around five points (ISO 11274:1998); although
investigators tend to measure a minimum of eight points. Even this can take many weeks. Allowing
for the fact that the minimum and maximum tend to be fixed within the fitting procedure, one is left
with fitting three variable points using a fitting function with two or three parameters. There are a
therefore a minimal or zero number of statistical degrees of freedom. Coupled with this is that the
fitting parameters of the van Genuchten and Brooks-Corey functions are not mathematically
orthogonal, so a range of fits are possible, which in practice are constrained to some narrower band
thought appropriate to the sample.
 
The PoreXpert void network model, even though it is carrying out a point by point fit, is also short of
statistical degrees of freedom. So we recommend you fit all the water retention curves allowing the
model's fitting parameters to have unrestrained variation between stochastic realisations. The curves
are then re-fitted, constraining the fitting parameters to a common range of variation for each
parameter which does not include outliers. This procedure is only partially satisfactory, but is better
than the ignoring of the problem when fitting van Genuchten or Brooks-Corey functions.
 
Problem (v), also uncovered by the use of the point-by-point fit, is the absence of water retention data
at low or zero applied tensions. Saturated soil samples mounted on water retention tables drain by
gravity initially, and this initial drainage is usually ignored. However, this gravity drainage occurs
through the largest voids within the sample, which have the greatest hydraulic conductivity. The
functionality of the van Genuchten and Brooks-Corey functions overlooks this absence, by assuming
that the gravity drainage can be inferred from the rest of the drainage curve. However, this inference is
based on the mathematical functionality of the fitting function, and has no relation to the structure of
the soil. A previous attempt has been made to address this problem by use of a 'matching point' for
pedo-transfer functions at a tension of 1 kPa (Jarvis et al., 2002). The PoreXpert void network model
sees no data in this region and allows itself to vary as much as it wishes to fit the data at the other
known points. There are therefore wide variations between stochastic realisations, and hence wide
variations in the model's prediction of saturated hydraulic conductivity.

3.4.1 Multi-technique approaches

There have been many previous multi-technique investigations of pore structure and pore
architecture. A previous comparison of porosimetry and porometry showed that the latter is skewed
towards smaller pores (Calvo et al., 1995; Li et al., 2006 ), as confirmed below, and Rigby (Rigby
and Daut, 2002; Rigby et al., 2002a ) has also carried out comparisons. However, multiple
techniques are usually combined to give structures over a wider range of void sizes, rather than being
critically compared. For example, mercury porosimetry and nitrogen sorption have been used to
measure macroscopic (> 10 µm) and microscopic (< 10 µm) voids separately (Rigby, 2000 ), and
SEM and nitrogen adsorption have been used in the study of SiO2 thin films (Sel et al., 2007 ).
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Rocks (Tsakiroglou et al., 2009 ) and soils have also been similarly studied, with the structure
expressed as primary pores and throats, and a secondary fractal pore system. A recent work by
(Mourhatch et al., 2011 ) uses flow permporometry to determine the pore size distribution of
silicon carbides using two methods-  the first method uses the Laplace equation with two key
assumptions, that the pores are cylindrical and that the pores are not intersecting. They then
proposed a pore network model based on invasion percolation to correct the pore size distribution
determined using the Laplace equation.

Fundamental comparison of Porosimetry and Porometry

Using the Laplace equation, mentioned previously, it is possible to calculate the size of a cylindrical
pore-throat (‘throat’) intruded by a non-wetting fluid applied at a pressure P relative to the evacuated
void space within a sample:

[1]
 

Mercury intrusion measures the volume V of mercury intruded at a pressure P, corresponding to a
throat diameter d. Mercury typically has a mercury / solid / vacuum contact angle θ of between 130 –

140° and interfacial tension γ of 0.48 N m-1 (van Brakel et al., 1981).
 

Figure 1. Schematic graph showing how extrapolated porometry data should compare w ith mercury

intrusion data, and how mercury porosimetry and porometry data are interpreted using the capillary

bundle model.

 
A common approximation is to assume that the void space comprises a bundle of aligned capillary
tubes. An improvement on this approximation is to use a pore network model. Suppose for purposes
of illustration that there are n

1
 such tubes of diameter d

1
 and length l

1
, n

2
 of diameter d

2
 and length l

2
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, and n
3
 of diameter d

3
 and length l

3
, where d

1
 > d

2
 > d

3
. We assume that d

1
, d

2
 and d

3
 are

logarithmically distributed, i.e. that d
1
 / d

2
 = d

2
 / d

3
 , as typically found for natural samples. Suppose

that there is a constant relationship between the diameters d of each feature and their lengths l, such

that l = s dm, where s and m are assumed constant for all features. Suppose mercury at a pressure

P
2
 is applied, where   . Then a volume of mercury will intrude all the tubes of

diameter d
1
 and d

2
, where by simple geometry:

[2]
 

Analogously, if there is an increase to a pressure  , such that features of size d
3
 are

intruded, then

[3]
 

For any applied pressure, P
N
, noting that the distribution of the N sizes is discrete rather than

continuous

[4]
 

Almost universally in the literature, the first derivative of the porosimetry intrusion curve 
 is calculated, as shown schematically in the Figure above, which we will refer to simply as the
gradient. However, remembering that d

i
 is logarithmically distributed, from Eq. 3:

[5]
 

i.e. not that  only, as is almost universally assumed in the literature. The
persistence of the wrong assumption is based on the partial, but unquantified, cancellation of two
implicit approximations – namely, this assumption of number rather than volume, which over-
estimates the numbers of voids of larger sizes, and the ignoring of shielded pore space, which under-
estimates voids of larger sizes. Shielded pore space is that for which the only access is via a throat
of smaller diameter, Figure 2 a) and b) below.
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Figure 2. Comparison of how mercury porosimetry and porometry probe the pore architecture of

schematic structures w ith simple quaternary level pore architecture. Mercury for standard porosimetry

is applied in the direction of the upper and lower arrows, and for shielded mercury porosimetry in the

direction of the lower arrows only. Air, for porometry, is applied in the direction of the upper arrows.

Porometry would not be able to differentiate between the four different structures.

 
When carrying out mercury porosimetry, the breakthrough of mercury from one side of the sample to
the other occurs close to the point of inflection of the mercury intrusion curve at a breakthrough
pressure P

bk
, equivalent to a breakthrough diameter d

bk
 via Eq. 1. As illustrated in the schematic

graph, the volume intruded at P
bk

 (diameter d
bk

) is generally around 50 % of the total intrusion

volume.
 
Porometry also uses Eq. 1. with a contact angle of 180° for air against a wetting liquid, and the
assumption that the gradient, as defined above, gives the relative number of features of a certain size
d. However, in the case of porometry, measurement does not start until the bubble point pressure,
corresponding to a size d

bp
 via Eq. 1, at which gas first breaks through the sample. At this point, gas

has already displaced fluid from all features larger and upstream of those controlling the breakthrough
flow path through the sample. The porometry bubble point (P

bp
 , d

bp
) therefore corresponds to the

breakthrough point (P
bk

 , d
bk

) in mercury intrusion. Consequently, the characteristic porometry curve

covers only void sizes smaller than d
bp

, and its traditional interpretation exaggerates the number of

smaller void sizes relative to porosimetry. Once the bubble point has been reached, air flows through
the sample in a totally different way from mercury. Assuming that the flow is laminar, it will obey
Poiseuille’s equation, such that the volumetric flow rate Q of the gas is

[6]
 

where ∆P is the pressure differential across the sample, equated to P in Eq. 1, and η is the kinetic
viscosity of the gas. Roughness will affect the validity of Poiseuille's relationship in Eq. 6, as will
constrictions and other deviations from a cylindrical geometry. By analogy with Eq. 2 assuming a
parallel pore model,

[7]
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In porometry, the absolute flow Q at a particular differential pressure, rather than the gradient
differential of the intrusion curve as in porosimetry, is used to find the void size distribution, and
almost universally it is assumed that m = 2 in Eq. 7. However, equating the proportionalities in Eqs.
5 and 7, m = 3/2 is the one condition whereby porosimetry and porometry deliver the same
proportional distribution.
 
Shielded pore space is largely ignored by porometry, in the above figure. For filtration purposes, this
shielded pore space will add to the holding capacity but not greatly affect the filtration size
characteristics. So, porometry is valid for the measurement of filtration characteristics.
 
Figure 2 a) and b) above show cross-sections of structures with different pore geometries, but with
the same initial mercury intrusion (percolation or drainage) characteristics because there is initially
an identical size / volume progression from large to smaller void features within the void network.
However, mercury extrusion (imbibition) would detect the difference between the networks if the
single entry (‘ink bottle’) pore to the left in Figure 2 a) is much larger (typically more than five times
larger) than its entry throat so that snap-off occurs (Dawe and Egbogah, 1978 ). Structures c) and
d) have the same diameter throat with different volumes and tortuosities. In theory, mercury
porosimetry should be able to detect the difference between these structures, because for structure
d) there would be greater volume of piston flow down the throat once the required pressure was
reached according to Eq. 1. In real samples, however, differences of this type are more subtle and
difficult to detect.
 
The application of porometry to the samples in the comparison schematic would involve initial
application of a proprietary wetting fluid in the direction of either the upper or lower arrows, which is
then held in the structures by capillarity. Air, subsequently applied in the direction of either the upper
or lower arrows, would break through all the structures at the same pressure, so would be unable to
differentiate between them. The flow rates through the dry structures, largely controlled by the
smallest throats within critical flow pathways, would also be identical. So, porometry would suggest
a distribution of smaller voids than porosimetry, as found for real samples (Calvo et al., 1995; Li et
al., 2006 ).
 
If in shielded porosimetry the tops of the schematic samples were resin embedded, mercury will
intrude in the direction of the lower arrows only, in the figure above. So, it would mimic porometry and
be unable to differentiate between the four structures. However, the fact that the results of standard
porosimetry, and those of porometry or shielded porosimetry, were different, would identify that the
structures had a quaternary level of pore architecture – in this case that they had one face with large
pores, and one with small.
 
A quantitative comparison between porometry and porosimetry can be made by using the PoreXpert
model. In order to derive directly comparable void structures from the two techniques, we assume
that the porometry curve commences at 50 % of the intruded volume by analogy with the mercury
porosimetry curve. We also specify one point d

ext
 on the extended porometry asymptote at low

pressure / large size, the same distance above the bubble point d
bp

 on the logarithmic axis as the

high pressure / small size asymptote d
Fmax

 is below it, as shown in the graph above, so that:

[8]
 

The result is that we have extended the porometry curve so that it is equivalent to a porosimetry
curve. However, there are no experimental points between d

bp
 and d

ext
 for the model to fit. Therefore,

the model is free to simulate any percolation characteristic between those two points, and so there
can be wide variations between different stochastic realisations of the model, illustrated as estimates
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1 and 2 in Figure 1 above. This is a direct consequence of porometry omitting much of the larger
detail of the pore structure. The stochastic variation could be reduced by comparing the simulated
permeability of different stochastic realisations with the permeability measured by the porometer
during its dry runs, although variations in permeability are more sensitive to void sizes below the
breakthrough diameter than above.

3.4.2 Water Retention Experiments

Water retention experiments are performed following a standard protocol (ISO 11274:1998). This
protocol involves soil samples being saturated by standing on a piece of saturated sponge in a water
bath. After wetting to a constant weight, samples are successively equilibrated at low tensions on
sand suction tables. They are then equilibrated at high tensions in pressure membrane cells. While
performing the analysis the laboratory temperature needs to be maintained at a constant temperature
to prevent changes in the temperature and viscosity of the soil water; if the temperature changes the
water release characteristics are changed.
 
Samples are weighed frequently and are considered to have reached equilibrium when the weight of
the core remains constant at each tension on the sand suction tables and when water ceases to
leave in the pressure membrane system. When the water content has equilibrated, the tension is
increased. At the end of the experiment, equilibrated samples are from the pressure cells, weighed,
oven dried and weighed again to determine moisture content.
 
The tension is converted to diameter using the Laplace equation, mentioned previously, where the

contact angle (θ) is taken to be either 0 or 5 degrees and the interfacial tension (γ) is 0.075 Nm-1.
 

3.5 Measurement of porosity

To determine an accurate porosity value for your sample the recommended technique is to measure
the absolute density and volume of the sample before or after the porometry analysis, using a
technique such as helium pycnometry. You could also use the quoted density value from the
manufacturer. Once you have the absolute density from helium pycnometry all you need to do is
calculate the porosity value by using the simple formula.
 

You can calculate the envelope volume simply by using the sample thickness multiplied by the
surface area of your sample, which are found in the data file.
 
You can also obtain a porosity value by using one of the alternatives to pycnometry listed below:
• Use microscopy images to work out the void volume percentage relative to the total volume and

this provides a reasonable estimate of porosity.
• Porosity determined by mercury porosimetry
• Porosity determined using an imbibition method described below
 

Determination of porosity by imbibition method
To calculate the effective porosity (related to the interconnected pore space) you can use an
imbibition method, as long as you know the density of the wetting fluid.
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1. Weigh the sample and record the weight
2. Saturate the sample in a wetting fluid
3. Weigh the sample after saturation
4. Work out the difference in weight between the initial and saturated sample which corresponds to

the density of the wetting fluid multiplied by pore volume (porosity)
5. You can now work out the pore volume by dividing the difference in weight by the density to give

the pore volume If you then divide the pore volume by the total volume you calculate the effective
porosity.



Part IV

Experimental File Formats
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4 Experimental File Formats

PoreXpert can import experimental data from different mercury porosimeters automatically.  It
supports manual input of data with its PoreXpert Porosimetry File Format  and also imports data
from a POROLUXTM 100 or 1000 . 

Note that the PoreXpert quality of fit, which we refer to as Distance , is calculated as an average
distance between each experimental point and the nearest simulated point.  Therefore if experimental
points are bunched with respect to their position on the logarithmic pressure / size axis, that portion
of the curve will receive undue weighting in the fit.  Therefore, for our own modelling, we thin the data
to give approximately 1 % in Distance terms between each point.  An example of thinning is shown
in the tutorial on the Avoidance of artefacts , and is exemplified in the void size and permeability
validation . 
Water Retention curves  can also be modelled.
 
The mercury porosimeter manufacturers currently supported with an automatic experimental import
function are:
Micromeritics
ThermoFisher Scientific  (formerly Carlo Erba, now defunct)
Quantachrome
 
If you are having any problems with the automatic file translators please contact us so we are
informed if any manufacturer has changed the file format. Please include the file you are having
problems with so we can fix the file translator and please state the version of the software you are
using; this is displayed in the about PoreXpert Screen found in the help menu on the Home screen
and is also displayed on the Welcome screen .
 
 

4.1 Porexpert Porosimetry File Format

The PoreXpert porosimetry file format is a very simple format which can be generated in a
spreadsheet software such as Microsoft Excel using any experimental data that can generate a
diameter and a corresponding percolation volume. If you are generating data manually, the data
needs to be saved as a comma separated variable file (.CSV) in the format shown below, using
English (UK) or English (USA) regional settings.
 
The following figure shows you the PoreXpert porosimetry file format and the table underneath the
figure explain what each row contains.
 

Screen shot of the PoreXpert porosimetry format
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The layout is specified below.  (If you wish to avoid the display of a comma after the sample name,
use e.g. Notepad to remove the comma after the sample name in Row 1. )
 

Column 1 Column 2

Row 1 Sample Name

Row 2 Porosity of sample Type of analysis

Row 3 No. of intrusion points Total No. of experimental points

Row 4 and below diameter in microns Percentage intrusion / extrusion

4.2 Micromeritics File Format

The format for the ".rpt" file is as the mercury porosimeter exports it from the Windows control
software of the Micromeritics Autopore III or IV. The format is as follows:
 
1. Sample status (integer)
2. Sample Name (quoted string of characters)
3. Sample weight / g
4. Blank line
5. Hg advancing contact angle/ degrees
6. Hg receding contact angle / degrees
7. Hg surface tension / dynes per cm
8. Hg density / g per ml
9. Blank line
10
.

Pressure 1 / psia, intrusion volume 1 / mL

11
.

Pressure 2 / psia, intrusion volume 2 / mL

12
.

Pressure 3 / psia, intrusion volume 3/ mL

N. Pressure N / psia, intrusion volume N / mL
 

Exporting data from the Micromeritics AutoPore Software for
use with PoreXpert
 
To export data for use with PoreXpert for a Micromeritics Autopore Porosimeter, the following steps
need to be followed.
Check the regional settings on the computer are English U.K. or English U.S.A.
Open the porosimeter software
Select Export on the file menu as shown below.

73
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The following screen is displayed:

Select the relevant data file, making sure the destination is file, then click on ok.
The instructions provided are for a Autopore III 9400 series porosimeter and may vary slightly for later
models. 
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4.3 ThermoFisher File Formats

Thermo Fisher ceased manufacturing mercury porosimeters late in 2019.  However, you may still be
using one of their instruments.
The ThermoFisher software SOLID is able to export data to PoreXpert as a CSV (comma separated
variable) file or as a text file. We recommend that you use the CSV file format for exporting data from
SOLID into PoreXpert as this file export method has been designed created by ThermoFisher
specifically to export data in an easy to use format.
 

Exporting data from ThermoFisher "Solid - SOLver of Intrusion
Data" Software for use with PoreXpert
 
The screen below shows a typical Mercury Porosimetry curve performed on a Pascal 140 mercury
porosimeter. In the tabbed menu in the screen below there is an option labelled "EXPORT DATA".

Screen showing the standard Calculate and Graph screen in the solid software

 
After clicking on the export data button the following screen is displayed and near the bottom right of
the screen there is an "Export Pore-Cor" additionally there may be an "Export PoreXpert" button. If
the PoreXpert Export button is available we recommend this option for exporting data.
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Screen showing the Export Pore-Cor button in the Solid software distributed with ThermoFisher Pascal

Porosimeters

 
Once you click on either of the export buttons a save file screen appears which generates a file
which PoreXpert can open and use for modelling experimental data. If you have any problems with
the export procedure in the ThermoFisher software please contact your Pascal Mercury Porosimeter
supplier and us for more assistance.
 

 

4.3.1 ThermoFisher CSV Format

The ThermoFisher CSV format is a CSV file formatted in the following way and is created from the
SOLID software using the "Export PoreXpert" Button on the export page. This button is only available
in newer versions of the SOLID software. The CSV file can export data corrected for compressibility
or without correcting for compressibility, and PoreXpert automatically detects if the data file has been
corrected for compressibility, and identifies the sample has been corrected for compressibility in the
sample description, which is automatically included with any PDF report. The CSV format below
uses the semicolon as the separator in the file, so if you open the file on a computer with English
U.K. or English U.S. number formats in Microsoft Excel you will need to perform a manual data to
columns split using the semicolon as the delimiter. If you save the file in Excel as a CSV file,
PoreXpert will not recognise the file, so if you need to make changes to the CSV file use a text editor
such as Notepad.
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4.3.2 ThermoFisher Text Format

The ThermoFisher text file format is a text file formatted in the following way and is created from the
SOLID software using the "Export to Pore-Cor" Button on the export page this button is available in
older versions of the SOLID software, if you have a new version of SOLID with an "Export to
PoreXpert" button we recommend that you use this option to export data.
 
The software looks for these parameters:
 
• The 'Operator' Name
• The Date followed on the next line by the Sample Name.
• The Text "* * * Calculation parameters * * *" followed on the next line by the Contact angle (Deg)

followed on the next line by the Hg surface tension (Dyne/cm)
• The Text "Average pore radius" followed on the next line by the "Total porosity (%)"
• The Text "C U S T O M R E P O R T" followed three lines later by the Intrusion Data.
• Intrusion Data:
o The intrusion data needs to be in two columns as shown below, with the correct units.
? Cum. Volume Inc. Pressure (Inc)
? (mm3/g) (MPa)
 
The following requirements need to be fulfilled by the data, but usually will be without you
needing to check.
1. There should be no readings of 0 pressure. It is physically impossible that intrusion would happen

with such a pressure. If you have 0 Cum Volume, 0 Pressure data point, then it would be best to
simply remove it.

2. If you have Extrusion data to include, put in an adjacent set of two columns, to the right of the
Intrusion data.
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3. Both the Volume and the Pressure ought to consistently increase until the extrusion data points
are reached where they both ought to consistently decrease.

4. There should be no negative pressures or volumes.
5. The data should be numerical, and not in scientific notation, e.g. (0.02) rather than 2E-02
 

Example of ThermoFisher Text File Format
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4.4 Quantachrome File Format

The correct format is shown in the following screen shot. You can also look for similar data files in
your Example Files directory.
 

 
The software looks for these parameters, but can work without them:
 
• The heading 'SAMPLE VOLUME : ' followed on the next line by the heading 'SAMPLE ID : '

followed on the same line by a value for the sample identification.
• The heading 'CELL SIZE : ' followed on the next line by the heading 'SAMPLE DESC : ' followed on

the same line by a value for the sample description.
 
The software needs the following parameters and cannot function without them:
 
• The heading 'TOTAL POINTS :' followed on the next line by the data points in pairs, with one pair

per line, and each value in the pair being separated by a single space.
• Each pair of data comprises the applied mercury pressure (psia), followed by the volume of

mercury (cm3) intruded at that applied pressure

4.5 POROLUX file format

The POROLUXTM 100, 500 and 1000 series are pore size analysers distributed by Porometer NV.
The software bundled with the POROLUXTM porometer is automatically imported by PoreXpert in the
sampling screen.
 
The porometry technique is explained in the background information  section of the documentation
and the differences between porometry and Mercury porosimetry are also explained.
 

27
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An example of the POROLUX file format is in the Example Files folder provided with all versions of
PoreXpert.
 
For PoreXpert to use Porometry data the data file must include both the wet and dry curve.

4.6 Water Retention File Format

The file format file format for water retention  is based on the PoreXpert Porosimetry  file format.
The data from Water Retention experiments needs to be manually created in that format, the
software looks for the words "water retention" in the file to establish if the experimental data is water
retention data. If that is found in the file in the second row, the intrusion fluid is classified as water
retention data.

4.7 Porexpert Output File Formats

PoreXpert uses an XML based file format to store all the operations performed on the experimental
and simulated data. There are two types of PoreXpert file format. The default is a compressed
(zipped) .pXt file format.  Use this if you simply wish to save your work for possible future runs.

There is also an uncompressed .poreXpert file format.  Such files can be very large, but are useful
for getting additional information about your results - for example the flow through each throat
calculated by a permeability calculation, or the exact time  a calculation has taken. 

To save in this format, at the point of saving click the Save as type dropdown menu to save as an
uncompressed PoreXpert file:

   

Uncompressed files should be read by appropriate software, for example Notepad++ .    

You can use either PoreXpert file format with the mobile viewer for iOS  and Android  systems
or the external Porextract  cell viewer.

 

4.8 Units

PoreXpert converts all experimental data into SI units using the properties of the default intrusion
fluid  or the intrusion fluid specified when opening the experimental data file.
 
The table below lists the properties and the associated units used within PoreXpert for calculations. If
the property is not in SI units a conversion factor is listed below.
 

Measurement Unit
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Pressure Mega Pascals (MPa)

Distances Microns (µ m) (m * 10-6)

Permeability MilliDarcies (mD)

Interfacial Tension Newtons per metre (N m-1)

Intrusion Fluid Contact Angle Degrees (°)

Density Kilograms per cubic metre (kg m-3)

Specific (Volumetric) Heat Capacity Kilojoules per cubic metre kelvin (kJ m-3 K-1)

Thermal Conductivity Watts per metre kelvin (W m-1 K-1)

Viscosity Pascal second (Pa.s)

Mean Free Path Microns (µ m) (m * 10-6)

Diffusion Coefficient Metres squared per second (m2 s-1)

Molecular radius Microns (µ m) (m * 10-6)

 
The software automatically converts the pressure in Micromeritics  and Quantachrome  data
files from Pounds per Square Inch (psia) into MPa. If you want to convert between MPa and psia you
can use the following conversion factor:
 
MPa / 0.00689475729 = psia
 
The permeability and filtration algorithms do not use the SI unit for permeability which is a metre
squared if you want to convert the units provided by PoreXpert into SI units use one of the following
conversion factors. The metre squared is not commonly used for permeability; you will normally see
the permeability in microns squared:
 

mDarcies * 0.00098692 = µ m2

39 45
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5 Fitting percolation characteristics

Basis of the Simplex fitting 

Void network structures are generated by the PoreXpert simplex which have the closest match to the
experimental percolation curve of your sample. The fitting process is undertaken using an annealed
simplex algorithm, which works to find the global minimum by varying five parameters.

These five parameters, together with the porosity, minimum and maximum void sizes, are used to
generate a unit cell. A unit cell is a 3-dimensional representation of a void network. Examples are
given in the following pages.  To allow the user to see the layout of the whole void network, rather
than simply the surface of the porous medium as seen under a microscope, the solid phase is
shown transparent and the voids as solid.  Voids that are probably clusters of smaller voids are
shown stippled / rendered.  For simplicity, PoreXpert spaces the void features equidistantly in each
direction, although in practice smaller features are likely to be more closely spaced. The unit cells
have periodic boundary conditions - i.e they are connected to replicates of themselves in every
Cartesian direction, and any fluid which escapes from a surface of the unit cell enters the connecting
face of the replicate.  All fluids are intruded or permeated from the top (maximum z) surface of the
unit cell, as shown for vertical banded structures  overleaf.  
 
To simulate the percolation, a computational representation of a non-wetting fluid (such as mercury
displacing nominal vacuum or air displacing water) is applied to this top (maximum z) face of the unit
cell only, and percolates in the –z direction.  A Boltzmann-annealed amoeboid simplex (Press and
Teukolsky, 1991, Johnson et al., 2003 ) varies five parameters (throat skew, throat spread, pore
skew, connectivity and short range size auto-correlation level) to give the closest fit to the entire
percolation curve. For simplicity we refer to the short range pore-throat size auto-correlation level
simply as correlation level. There are three additional Boolean constraints on the simplex: it rejects
structures in which the network is fragmented, in which voids overlap, or which cannot be adjusted to
give the experimental porosity without contradicting the experimental percolation characteristics.

Choice of structure type and correlation level
 
A PoreXpert structure type is a class of short-range size auto-correlation locus. The various structure
types are shown in the figure below, together with the examples of sample types each structure type
applies to.  You may think that the selection of structure types is rather arbitrary - but in practice
there is usually one of them that fits a particular sample.  And remember that the structure type is
only one of five parameters that the simplex is fitting. 
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In practice, it is usually impossible to know what structure type is applicable to a natural sample,
remembering that the pore-throat size auto-correlation level is at a very small scale - that of the
spacing between rows of features in PoreXpert (the 'pore row spacing').  That spacing is set to be
something a little above the largest void size, its exact dimensions depending on the porosity of your
sample (the lower the porosity, the higher the spacing between pores). 
So the standard approach is to try all the different structure types, and find out which provides the
best fit (lowest Distance) to your experimental measurements -see our Property Validation
exercise for a specific example. The Distance  needs to below 2%, and preferably below 1% for
the fit to be valid.  This is most conveniently done by defining a Batch , and leaving the model for a
while - possibly up to several hours, to make the calculation. 
For each of the structure types, the simplex can choose a correlation level anywhere between 0.0 (a
random structure) and 1.0 (a fully correlated structure).  So, for example, if a Vertically Banded
structure is tried, the simplex moves along the red dotted path shown in the diagram above. 
When you have found the best structure type (smallest fit Distance ), then look back at the
diagram and check that you think it is appropriate for your sample.  If two structure types have
similarly small fit Distances, and both seems possibly appropriate for your sample, then we suggest
you use both, and compare the results of the simulations. Specifically, if a Vertically Banded
structure type fits, and also one of the Horizontally banded structure types, then you can use them
as bounds for the network permeability simulation - the vertically banded structure will give an upper
bound, and the horizontally banded structure a lower bound.   
If no structure type fits, then try using different stochastic generations . 

Examples of the various structure types are described in the following sections.  Note that it is the
pore-throats that are correlated, not the pores. Every pore is at least as large as any of the throats
entering it, so the pore sizes are also positionally correlated, but to a lesser extent than the throats.
 All the examples have low porosity, so that the features are spaced out and can be seen
individually. For very large and/or medium to high porosity unit cells, the pore-throats may be
masked by the pores. 

In all unit cells, the solid phase is shown transparent, and the voids as solid - allowing examination of
the entire void network architecture by virtual reality .  All the structures are arranged so that they
fit with their replicate unit cells in every Cartesian direction.
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5.1 Vertically Banded Structures

A vertically banded structure contains distinct vertical bands of similarly sized pores and throats as
shown below.  All non-wetting fluids, wetting fluids and gases are applied in the -z direction from the
top face, as also shown below, so the layers are parallel to the direction of fluid flow.  

The unit cell shown is on a 30x30x30 Cartesian grid of pores, w ith 5% porosity, and a correlation level of

0.2 - i.e. the throats are not particularly well sorted into layers.

Vertically banded unit cell w ith 1% porosity and a correlation level of 0.9
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5.2 Horizontally Banded Structures

There are three types of horizontally banded structures in PoreXpert. These structures can be used
to model samples with distinct layers of pore size distribution such as two stainless steel sinters
placed together. 

Horizontal: small to large
An example of a horizontally banded small to large structure is shown in the next figure. The small
throats are at the top of the unit cell and the large throats are at the bottom of the unit cell,
remembering the direction of fluid application shown for the vertically banded  structure.  There is
also a layer of large pores on the top surface, required to connect to the replicate of the unit cell in
the z direction. This kind of structure is relevant if you are modelling mercury porosimetry samples
which have the large pores blocked off using a resin: we refer to this technique as shielded mercury
porosimetry .

Horizontal small to large structure, 30x30x30 grid, 8 % porosity, correlation level 0.8, cluster
ratio 5. 
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Horizontal: Large to small

Horizontal large to small structure type, 10% porosity, correlation level 0.7, cluster ratio 3

Horizontal: Large Surface Throats
 An example horizontally banded structure with large surface throats is shown in the next figure. This
kind of material would be suitable to model two coarse sinters sandwiching a fine sinter in the
middle.

Horizontal large surface throats structure, 15 % porosity, correlation level 0.5, cluster ratio 3. 
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5.3 Spherically Centred Structures

There are two types of spherically centred structures in PoreXpert.
 

Small Centre Zone Structures
A small centred structure is a material which has a central spherical zone of small pores contained
within larger pores and throats. This kind of structure can represent microporosity contained within
the larger macroporosity, for example for a micro-encapsulated sample. An example of a small
centred structure is shown in the next figure.

 
 Spherical small centre zone structure, 5 % porosity, correlation level 0.7, cluster ratio 2

Large Centre Zone Structures
Structures featuring large spherical central zones surrounded by smaller voids may be appropriate for
vuggy sandstones, or specially created dual porous catalysts.  However, remember the very small
scale of the large central zone. 
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Spherical large centre zone structure, 8 % porosity, correlation level 0.85, cluster ratio 2.5

5.4 Random Structure

A random unit cell is shown in the next figure.

 Random structure, 10 % porosity, (correlation level 0.0), cluster ratio 20

 
If you are working with cuboidal unit cells you are restricted to random structures.
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In general, we would advise that you do not use this structure type, to the extent that it is often
excluded for users without developer licences.  Owing to the nature of the simplex, it has to be
allowed to investigate non-random structures while work ing, then when it generates an output, it
generates a random unit cell.  So there is a discontinuity in the automated work flow which we have
not yet addressed. Random structures are part of all other structure types as the Correlation Level
parameter tends to zero, so there is no need to invoke this specific structure type.  Remember that
the Random structure type forces extreme randomness at the smallest length scale, which almost
never occurs in natural samples. 

5.5 Capillary Bundle Model

 
As shown in the validation  section and explained in our publication, the capillary model is invalid
for nearly all samples, except, for example, highly ordered zeolites and track etch membranes. A
screen shot of a PoreXpert Capillary bundle structure, displayed using the 3D cell inspector ,  is
shown below.

 
When using the capillary bundle model to determine the size distribution, the results from the size
distribution are only valid when using a combined graph of pores and throats, as it can be seen that
there are no individual pore or throat features. The lateral positioning of the capillaries is nominal and
should not be taken as a precise representation. This structure type has a limited maximum porosity
- at the very most 78.5 %, as the diameters of the capillaries do not allow the capillaries to be placed
any closer together.
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6 Using PoreXpert

6.1 Welcome Screen

For a sequential tour of PoreXpert, start here at the Welcome  screen. If you prefer a general
welcome to the software, then please go to the Welcome  page.

The figure below shows the Welcome to PoreXpert screen. The welcome screen allows you to
perform one of three operations. You can open  an experimental data file or PoreXpert file. You
can create a manual unit cell  or you can create a batch  operation to run on a sample and
calculate while you do something else. In the bottom left of the welcome screen you can manually
change the language of the software using the drop down menu. The software should automatically
determine the language of the operating system and use the appropriate language, dependent on the

regional settings for your computer. The context-sensitive help system is accessed via the 
button or clicking your F1 key when you are on a specific screen within the PoreXpert package.

6.1.1 Open an existing file

The Open an existing file button on the welcome screen opens the open file dialogue box, which
allows you to select from any of the supported experimental file formats  or either of the PoreXpert
modelling file formats.
 
If you open a PoreXpert file you are taken to the Home screen  and you see a list of completed
operations and operations still to be calculated.

If you open an experimental data file you are taken to the simplex sampling  screen, or 
 
If your experimental data file is not shown in the open file dialogue box, it means that PoreXpert does
not recognise the file you are trying to open as a valid experimental data file. Please look at the
example data files to check that your files have the correct format - example data files can be found
in the PoreXpert folder located in Your Documents.
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6.1.2 Cell Engineering

Cell Engineering  operations can be used to build your own unit cell by specifying the fitting
parameters, rather than by convergence onto an experimental datafile, or for what-if experiments.

6.1.3 PoreBatch

The PoreBatch button on the welcome screen is an open file command that adds operations to the
operation list and allows you to perform operations in parallel and while away from the computer. 
See the Operations | Pore Batch  section below for details. 

6.2 Home Screen

“PoreXpert Home” is the central hub of PoreXpert. Here you can open files, run operations and save
and export data, as detailed below. 
The screenshot shows the PoreXpert Home Page: the left-hand side of the home page shows the
Operations List which summarises the activity performed in the current session or the activity
performed in a previous session when you open a PoreXpert file. If you double-click on an operation it
takes you to those results. Operations that are completed are shown with a blue check-mark, while
operations to be run in batch mode show the grey batch icon.
 
The menu bar  above the operations list allow users to add operations in batch or real time mode
and define new materials  in addition to standard features such as saving data.

 
PoreXpert home screen: Operations 3, 4 and 5 show a tick indicating that the operation has completed,

Operations 6, 7 and 8 indicate that the batch is running and operation 9 indicates that its batch operation is

still to be run.

 
The features identified in the figure are explained in more detail later in the help documentation.
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6.2.1 Operations List

The operations list displays all of the operations that have been performed or are waiting to be
performed. The operations that can be performed are available from the PoreXpert menu bar.
Operations can also be added to the list by using one of the keyboard shortcuts . The operations
list is also displayed in the mobile viewers for PoreXpert "PoreXtract" for Android  and iOS .
 
The operations can be broken down into four distinct types of operation:
• Initialization
o Sampling  (Experimental data input)
o Fitting  (Fitting model to experimental data)
o Building  (Creation of model structure to simulate properties)
o Auto Cluster Ratio
• Engineering
o Targeted Modification
• Calculations
o Permeability
o Conductivity
o Tortuosity
o Filtration
o Fluid Uptake
o Fluid Migration
• Analysis
o Connectivity Distribution
o Content Distribution
o Pore and Throat Size Distribution
o Microtoming
o Fluid Uptake Progress
 
If you want any more details about an operation double click on the operation in the list. Details
about the operation are then displayed in the details section on the right hand side of the home
screen.

6.2.2 Menu bar

The PoreXpert menu bar is displayed after you have carried out all the Initialisation operations
(Sampling, Curve Fitting and Unit Cell Building). It contains a menu which allows all of the operations
available in PoreXpert to be performed, from saving a file to running a batch operation. The PoreXpert
Menu Bar is shown below.
 

 
Clicking on the menu bar reveals four drop-down menus: File (as detailed in the next subsection
below), Run new operation, PoreBatch and Help. 
 
The Run new operation and PoreBatch commands in the menu bar perform the same operations.
The difference between these two commands on the menu bar is in when the operation is performed:
if you use Run new operation the operation is performed immediately, and if you use PoreBatch
the operations will run at a convenient time for you such as overnight. The batch mode will also
operate in parallel reducing the time to complete the list of operations. 
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The Help dropdown menu gives access to the integrated help which automatically checks for an
internet connection. If an internet connection is not available it launches the local version of the help
system. If an internet connection is available the help system connects to www.PoreXpert.com/help2
for the latest version of the help system. The About screen found under the help menu also allows
you to change the language of the software.

File drop-down menu
The File dropdown menu shown below allows you to perform key functions such as opening
experimental and PoreXpert files. You can also use the file menu to save your operations to a
PoreXpert File. The Save as... function also allows you to generate reports in CSV  or PDF
format. 

The Edit available materials... option allows you to browse, add or edit the materials database .
 
The Add a manual unit cell... feature can be used for design purposes. For example, if you have a
mercury intrusion curve of a filter, you might want to see how the filtration properties are changed by
increasing the porosity by 1 %, but keeping all the other fitting parameters the same.
 
Append operations... is used to combine operations from another PoreXpert file. This can be useful
if you have created a separate PoreXpert file containing, for example, intermediate wetting structures
and you want to add some of the wetting operations to your current operations list.
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6.3 Operations

Operations are modular entities that can be put together in a very flexible manner. Each operation
utilises certain input data and a specific set of parameters to create new output data. That way
operations can be chained together to perform complex and iterative calculations or analyses.
Operations are gathered in a sequential list. By default the input of an operation is taken from the
most recent operation with the appropriate output.
 

Schematic of operations in a chain

Completed operations on the operations screen listing are marked by a white tick in a blue circle, as
illustrated in the next section .  That section also explains the display of the inter-dependency of
operations , and on how to edit the operations list . 

All of the operations except for the sampling operation can be added to a Batch  file. If you want to
work with more than one sample at a time it is possible to open two copies of PoreXpert at one time.
Please see the next section  for an explanation of the batch icons in the operations list. 

6.3.1 PoreBatch

PoreBatch is a smart Batch system that allows multiple operations to be running simultaneously
depending on the specifications of the computer, and gives timestamps to show calculation
speed . The system will distribute the operations onto separate threads or cores where the
operations can be run in parallel. Some operations can not be run in parallel or are dependent on a
preceding operation before the operation can start. The maximum number of parallel operations is
one less than the total number of threads your computer has. So if your computer has four threads,
three threads can be used for operation calculations and the fourth thread updates the user interface.

PoreBatch looks at the list of operations in the operation list and determines the order in which
operations need to run to minimise the time taken to run the complete operation list.
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Using an existing batch file

Batch files are available for download from the PoreXpert website. The batch files we supply cannot
be used on their own, and will alert you if you try such use, for example by stating in the sample
name box that you should load your own sample first. 

The batch files to find the best structure type require you to load or sample an experimental datafile
first.  Having sampled it, once you reach the Curve Fitting screen, click Go home instead of Accept.
Then PoreBatch | Open batch description... and load/open the batch file you have downloaded. 
Finally PoreBatch | Run batch list.

Before using the batch files to find fits for the first five stochastic generations, you need to have found
the best structure type, and have built the unit cell for that structure type. 

The batch files we supply do not include build operations, because it is more appropriate for you to
check the results before building the structure of your choice, and because of the possible
problem  below. 

Creating your own batch of commands

To create your own batch of commands, use the PoreXpert menu bar and add individual operations to
the operations list manually in the order you want the operations performed. Note that to do this, you
will need an appropriate operation highlighted in the main operations list, by single clicking on that
Operation.  In the example shown below, Operation 2. Unit Cell building has been highlighted, so
is showing dark blue, then a permeability operation is about to be added to the batch list. The batch
symbol is three cubes stacked on top of each other, or in minimised form, three squares one above
the other.  The batch request icon is as shown below - i.e. a grey circle with down arrow with the
three cubes next to it.  It means that a batch is waiting to be done. Note that the successive
operations step to the right, showing their dependency on each other. 
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Editing operations in the operations list

Before running a batch, the operations list can be edited by removing unwanted operations or
inserting operations between operations if forgotten. If you right click on an operation a menu appears
and this allows you to insert an operation directly below the operation you selected.
If you press the delete button while an operation is selected in the operations list you can remove
unwanted operations. Alternatively you can right click on the operation and select the delete option in
the menu.  However, note that deletion of one operation also deletes all dependent operations, so
that the remaining list of operations is consistent. 
 

Running a Batch

Once a batch has been loaded or generated, to run it click PoreBatch | Run batch list (or
SHIFT+R). 

As shown in the example below, the operation of the batch is indicated by a pulsating icon of a
running figure, a batch completion percentage, and an overall progress bar. 

The example is of a test of all structure types for the validation  sample 5 using a 15x15x15 unit
cell, which because of its default unit cell size will compute in a manageable time. The batch
completion percentage is the average completion of all operations, with all those completed counted
as 100%. The results of the batch shown below are shown in the property validation .
 

Saving a batch

Save the batch list as a .pXt file, as shown below.  You will be given a prompt regarding the name of
the saved file.  There is also a prompt at the top of the window, as shown below, showing the current
file name. 
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Having saved the batch, you can load it back on to your computer at a later date, or send it to us or
a colleague to run.

The output can also be saved in other formats , as shown.

 

Caveat
Beware of Build operations relating to Fitting operations that are likely to end at similar times.  The
Build operation may build the wrong realisation, because it is using, for example, the most recent fit,
and several fits happen almost simultaneously.  An example is shown below.  The fits are for
stochastic generations 4 and 5, but the Builds are both for stochastic generation 5.  In PoreXpert
version 2 we have added stochastic generation number into the Build operations summary in the
home screen to avoid any ensuing errors.
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Building error w ithin a batch

Running a Batch in the Cloud
If your operation list has operations that can be generated on your local system but would take a
long time to complete, you have the option of getting the data using the PoreXpert Cloud  system.
Instead of using the Run batch list option click on the option Run in the cloud or press Shift + C .
Then contact us via the PoreXpert website using support@porexpert.com to send us the batch for
processing.
If you have operations that are not included in your version of PoreXpert or exceed the capabilities of
the version you are using, the Run batch list option is disabled and you have the option to run the
batch in the cloud.

6.3.2 Calculation speed

PoreXpert calculations are computationally very demanding, and can take significant amounts of time
- minutes, hours or days.  Under sections detailing particular types of calculation, speed warnings

are given next to a snail symbol. 

The calculation times increase with unit cell  size quite dramatically. Let n be the number of pores
along each edge of a unit cell - for example for a 15x15x15 unit cell, n = 15.  Then the number of void

features N in a particular unit cell (pores and throats) is given by N =  n3 (1 + c/2), where c is the

connectivity. Then the calculation time for permeability as calculation time µ nexponent  where

exponent is in the range 8 to 9, or Nexponent1   where exponent1 is in the range 2.7 to 3.  So for
example the permeability of a 25x25x25 unit cell will take around 96 times longer to calculate than
for a 15x15x15 unit cell. 
For tortuosity, exponent is around 7.5, and exponent1 is around 2.5.  
For fitting a percolation curve, the dependencies are given by exponent »  3.3. and exponent1 » 2.0.

If you want to measure exactly how long a calculation takes, then run it in Batch mode .  After the
calculation has completed, from the Home / Operations list screen, save the list of operations as an
uncompressed *.porexpert file  .  Then open the file with an editor capable of handling it - we
suggest Notepad++.  In the example below, the Building operation listing has been shrunk by
clicking the minus sign next to it. Then the TimeStamp shows that the permeability calculation for
water took 1 hour 30 minutes 30 seconds for a 20x20x20 unit cell with c set to 5.5 , so that N =
30000.  
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6.4 Initialisation

Note that all four initialization operations (numbered zero to three in the Operations List below)
should be actioned in sequence, and checked for validity as you proceed, before a valid void network
structure can be achieved. If you load an experimental file, using the Sampling operation, you will be
led through operations 0,1 and 2. However, the Auto Cluster Ratio  stays optional because you
can, if you wish, enter a Cluster Ratio yourself - see Manual Cluster Ratio .

6.4.1 Simplex Sampling Page

The PoreXpert Sampling page will be displayed if you successfully open an experimental data file, for
example as shown below.
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PoreXpert sampling screen with a PoreXpert porosimetry data file currently loaded, the software

automatically populates the name and description fields from the experimental data file. If the software

does not find a porosity value, a message appears beneath the porosity box to enter the porosity.

After the porosity has been entered into the sampling screen the software proceeds to the “Fitting
Screen” which controls the simplex . 
The porosity value used for the simplex calculation can be the porosity determined using
Pycnometry or the porosity provided by the instrument manufacturer at the end of the analysis. We
recommend that if the mercury is still intruding at the maximum pressure after being corrected for
compression using the PoreXpert compression correction or the manufacturers' built-in
compressibility correction that you measure the porosity using Pycnometry and use this value for
porosity. Data files from Thermo Fisher PASCAL porosimeters, PoreXpert Porosimetry and Water
Retention file formats data files will fill in the porosity automatically, if the value from porosimetry is
incorrect please change the porosity to the appropriate value.

6.4.2 Simplex Fitting Page

The simplex aims to minimise the Distance  between the percolation characteristics of the
simulation and the experimental sample. It does this by moving around like an amoeba in five-
dimensional parameter space. The throat size distribution is controlled by two parameters - throat
skew and throat spread - that alter the shape of log/Euler beta distribution, which encompass
Poisson-like and Gaussian-like and bimodal distributions (Price et al, 2009 ). 
The simplex curve fitting screen is shown in the next figure and there is a brief description below the
figure which explains the basic controls of the fitting screen. The advanced controls are explained in
the main text that follows.
If you are working in Batch mode  multiple fitting operations can be performed simultaneously if
your computer has more than one core available for use.

PoreXpert simplex fitting screen, showing the experimental data as percentage intrusion plotted against

equivalent capillary diameter in microns. The equivalent capillary diameter is calculated using the

experimental properties read from the data file such as the mercury contact angle for mercury

porosimetry and air contact angle for porometry data, using the Laplace equation .

The figure shows three menus on the right-hand side of the screen. The first menu is labelled
Structure; this allows you to choose from one of eight different structure types. Each of the structure
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types has a small graphical representation of a structure. For more details about the structure types
please follow the links. The structure types you can choose from are:
• Random  - Cuboidal unit cells are restricted to this type of structure.
• Vertically Banded
• Horizontal: Large to Small
• Horizontal: Small to Large
• Horizontal: Large Surface Throats
• Spherical: Large Centre Zone
• Spherical: Small Centre Zone
• Capillary Bundle Model  - If you use a capillary bundle model, the subsequent operations that

can be performed are limited.

Cell properties
The Cell properties dropdown menu allows adjustment of the unit cell size, and manual adjustment of
the cluster ratio .  The cluster ratio will not alter the fit - only the unit cell graphics and the void
size distribution. The usual approach is to leave the cluster ratio at zero while carrying out the initial
fits, and then use the Auto cluster ratio  facility to find the cluster ratio of the best fit.

Cubic dimensions
The slider allows adjustment of the unit cell  size from 5 pores along each edge to 30 pores along
each edge.  The corresponding maximum number of void features, i.e. both pores and throats if
connectivity is 6.0, is displayed above the slider. Our usual unit cell size is 25x25x25, because
above that the permeability calculations are beyond the capabilities of our computers at the time of
writing. Smaller unit cells give rise to faster calculation times, so are useful for trying out different
structure types  initially.  However, the smaller the unit cell, the greater its level of repetition
necessary to model your sample, and the less valid it becomes, in particular unit cells smaller than
15x15x15 are likely to give anomalous results when using the auto cluster option, and when
simulating other properties. 

Manual dimensions
These controls allow for rectangular cuboidal unit cells (rectangular parallelepipeds) .  However, only
use cuboidal cells if you have to, for example for a very thin porous coating, as the functionality can
be reduced. Such shapes may be restricted by the sub-version  licence. 

Fitting may take a very long time to complete, depending on your hardware capabilities and
the unit cell size.

Advanced Fitting Parameters
The Advanced... menu allows parameters which affect how the simplex fits the data to be
manipulated. The list below details what changing each of the parameters will do to the simplex.

Simplex parameters
The simplex parameters directly affect the operation of the simplex by increasing the time to perform
the simplex or by changing the sensitivity of the simplex.
 
• Enable learning mode - enables your software to learn by experience, in terms of the simplex

starting parameters.  By default, keep this option switched on. See also moving between
computers .
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• Optimal distance - this is the distance below which the simplex will automatically stop. The default
parameter is 1, increasing this value can compromise the accuracy of the fit.

• Tolerance - The tolerance is a value that checks the distance calculation from iteration to iteration,
if the change in distance is less than this value the simplex will stop. We recommend a value of
0.01. Changing this value will increase and decrease the sensitivity of the simplex.

• Iterations - the iterations' parameter dictates how many iterations are performed at each annealing
temperature. By increasing the number of iterations the time taken for the simplex to complete is
increased proportionally to the number of iterations performed. Increasing the number of iterations
increases the sensitivity of the simplex we recommend increasing the number if the simplex is
finding it difficult to model your experimental data.

• Convergence Factor - This is the starting convergence factor for the annealing simplex and as the
annealing simplex runs it halves this number as the appropriate number of iterations is performed
at each convergence factor. The minimum convergence factor used with the annealing simplex is
0. By increasing the convergence factor you are providing more energy to the simplex so the
simplex can move around more in parameter space.

• Stochastic generation number - The stochastic generation number tells the software to use a
different set of pseudo random numbers to generate a structure for the experimental data. This
parameter allows statistical analysis to be performed on the simplex limits to select the most
appropriate fit of the experimental data.  Use of different stochastic generations is particularly
important for modelling secondary properties such as permeability, as demonstrated in our
properties validation . 

 
Simplex limits
We do not recommend changing the simplex limits as this constrains the range of parameters the
simplex can work with and can compromise the simplex. There are occasions when it is beneficial to
change the parameters and these are explained below:
 
• Pore skew - The pore skew has a range from 1 to 10000. Pore-skew is a parameter which bulks up

the pores to obtain the correct porosity. The usual reason that PoreXpert cannot achieve the right
porosity is that all its features are packed together at an equal spacing in the three Cartesian co-
ordinates, whereas in a real sample, small voids are usually closer together than large ones. So
the pore skew parameter is a means of overcoming this inadequacy. Bulking up the pores does
not greatly affect the percolation properties of the network, nor does it greatly affect the
permeability, as both of these properties are mainly governed by the small throats, not the large
pores. However, it does make the inter-pore space small, and therefore generates anomalously
small representative particles or skeletal elements.

• Throat skew - The throat skew controls the throat-size distribution in collaboration with the throat
spread. Throat skew forces the distribution more to smaller sizes if negative, and larger sizes if
positive.

• Throat spread - the throat spread increases the throat size distribution so is directly affected by
the experimental data range and it can be recommended to trim regions of the experimental data
curve if there are large regions with no intrusion.

• Connectivity - The range for the connectivity can change from 2.1 - 6. The value for the connectivity
dictates the average number of throats that connect with all the pores in the structure.

• Correlation level - The correlation level can change from 0 (no correlation) - 1 (full correlation), by
changing the correlation level limit you are restricting the correlation levels that the simplex can
use. This is only recommended if you have performed several stochastic realisations without
constraining the simplex, and you are generating a fit around a common range of variables
excluding outliers. The other time the correlation level should be restricted is when you want to see
how the correlation level affects the permeability for different structure types.
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Porosity
Enter the surface-accessible porosity of your sample - not the total porosity.  So for mercury
porosimetry, use helium pycnometry to find the helium-accessible porosity, and do not include
closed porosity.  For soil, enter the porosity available to mobile water - do not include the immobile
water  which under ambient conditions resides in e.g. the clay matrix.  For porometry , use
helium pycnometry and/or imbibition.  

Distance
The simplex aims to minimise the Distance between the simulation and experimental data points. 
Distance is defined as shown below.  Each axis is scaled to 100% (the horizontal size axis is
logarithmic).  Then the distance is measured between each experimental point (shown as a red dot)
to the nearest simulated point, shown as blue dots in the enlargement, but not shown on the
PoreXpert graph. Then the distance (shown as a pink line in the detail) is measured as a percentage,
by Pythagoras' theorem.  Finally, all the distances are averaged, to give the overall distance.  In the
figure below, the Distance is 0.78 %, which is well below 1%, so the fit is very successful. 
Distances above 1% are increasingly mediocre, and above 2% are invalid. 

Explanation of the Distance parameters used to measure the quality of the fit of the simulated to

experimental percolation characteristic.  Distance shown is 0.78% (very good), for a fit of a vertically

banded structure to a paper coating formulation (Clay Paper Coating w ith Latex.csv in your Examples

directory)
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A less valid fit to the sample (Distance 1.25%)

Note that if experimental points are bunched with respect to their position on the logarithmic
pressure / size axis, that portion of the curve will receive undue weighting in the fit. So we
recommend your thin  your data before modelling it.  An example of why such thinning is
necessary is shown in the void size and permeability validation .  
 

6.4.3 Simplex Building Page

The figure below is the unit cell building page, displayed after the simplex has finished the fitting of
the experimental data. The building operation can also be run in batch mode using either the most
recent fit or the best available fit.

 

PoreXpert building page showing the simulated fit compared with the experimental data on a logarithmic

x -axis.
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On the building screen you can choose to use the most recent fit or the best available fit by selecting
the appropriate option in the expanded menu in the above figure. The dimensions menu is set to
match the fitting parameters previously modelled by the simplex. The parameters menu displays the
fitting parameters calculated by the simplex that PoreXpert will use to build your unit cell  and
explained in the fitting parameters topic. After building the unit cell, you can then view it. 

6.4.4 Unit Cell viewing

The unit cell  is a two dimensional or three dimensional representation of the void network.  There
are three built-in viewers, as well as stand-alone viewers . 
 
When you double click on a building operation, a fluid uptake operation or a diffusion operation in the
operations list the following screen is displayed.

You will notice two help buttons  on the right hand side of the page.  The upper button takes you
to a list of controls for the 3D fullscreen viewer.  It is a good idea to look at these controls before first
use of the 3D full-screen viewer, because mouse instructions are not available once in full screen 
The lower help button takes you to a general description of the viewers. 
 

Unit cell viewer choice screen
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6.4.4.1 3D properties view (Cell Inspector)

Clicking on 3D properties view reveals the Cell Inspector screen shown below. 
 

3D cell inspector showing a 10 x 10 x 10 unit cell w ith all of the void structure displayed.

 
The 3D cell inspector screen shows a preview of the structure. If you double click on the structure a
full screen preview or the structure appears. To close the full screen preview, click on the full screen
to make sure it is selected, and then press the escape button on your keyboard. Use the right hand
mouse button to allow you to move the structure, or click on the little cube in the bottom right hand
corner which shows the face labels (e.g. U = Upper = maximum z = fluid reservoir face).
The right hand side of the above screen allows you to select different features to examine the
properties of the selected feature or determine the average properties of all the selected features by
feature type. The targeted selection works in the same way of the targeted modification operation,
allowing you to visualise, for example, ink bottle pores or throats that are filled with a fluid.
 
After targeting, you can use the cell inspector in an x-ray mode, so only the features selected are
shown, with the appropriate skeletal material properties. Features can be selected according to :
Type (pores or throats), Position in the unit cell, Size of the pore or throat, and Connectivity
(number of throats connected to a pore, from 0 to 6).

A screen shot of the above structure in x-ray mode is shown in the next figure.
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3D cell inspector in x-ray mode highlighting the fourth xy-layer in the z direction.

 
 

6.4.4.2 3D fullscreen view

Clicking 3D full-screen view once on the unit cell viewing screen  displays a full screen 3D view
of the unit cell.  Various controls and shortcuts  are available to view it. 
 
The next figure shows an example unit cell displayed in the full screen cell viewer. Any screen shots
captured will be located in the My Documents\PoreXpert folder.  The first screenshot will have a
name such as externalCellView.poreXpert_0_0.jpg . Successive screenshots will have
incremented numbers.  However, once you quit the viewer, numbering will start again and will
overwrite previous images, so it is wise to copy and/or rename any views you wish to keep. 
The example below is the 5th stochastic generation of the void network for sandstone sample 4 used
in the permeability validation exercise. The small scale bar bottom left is the pore row spacing -
i.e. the spacing between successive rows in each Cartesian direction of the equally spaced void
features.  The unit cell size is then this spacing multiplied by the unit cell array size - in this case
195.248 mm x 25 = 4881.2 mm = 4.881 mm in each Cartesian direction. 
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Full Screen Cell Viewer screenshot of a 25 x 25 x 25 unit cell showing scale bar, Cartesian axes and

clusters.  The solid phase is transparent, and the voids are shown solid.  The structure type Vertically

banded, 16% porous, correlation level 0.21, cluster ratio 1.26

Unit cells with other structure types are pictured in the Fitting percolation characteristics
section. 

6.4.4.3 2D Cell Inspector

Clicking 2D sectional view on the unit cell viewing choice screen displays the Cell Inspector (2D).
This view allows you to investigate the migration of fluids such as water and visualise the movement
layer by layer giving the user a visualisation representing a microtomed structure. The next figure
shows the 2D cell inspector view of the unit cell shown on the 3D viewer page , except that the
unit cell has been intruded with mercury (shown grey) to approximately 50% by volume. The sliders
allow successive views to be seen, and the blue lines show the position of the slice in the other 2D
view that is displayed. 
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2D cell inspector showing the xy-Plane and xz-Plane. The sliders allow successive views to be seen, and

the blue lines show the position of the slice in the other 2D view that is displayed. 

6.4.5 Auto Cluster Ratio

Percolation involves forcing a non-wetting fluid into a porous material.  If it encounters a small pore-
throat, then it will not intrude until sufficient pressure is applied.  When an appropriate pressure is
reached, it will intrude everything accessible beyond that pore-throat, until it encounters voids that
are even smaller.  So the intrusion may be into a single pore, or a cluster of voids larger than the
pore-throat that are all connected to each other with connections larger than the pore-throat. 
Traditionally, the single pore assumption has been made.  However, that is usually very wrong.  To
understand why, it is essential to download and read our 2018 publication. 

(To understand the range of possible Cluster Ratio values, and how to enter a Cluster Ratio
manually, see Manual Cluster Ratio . )

Since that publication, we have carried out much programming work, and you now have the unique
ability to identify which pores are probably clusters.  Having read our publication, you will realise that
a criterion for correct choice of Cluster Ratio is that the total void size distribution does not kink at
maximum size.  Having tried many methods to find an objective method to determine that, which
works for a range of different sample types, we have chosen a method whereby the second derivative
of the total void size distribution is extrapolated to maximum size, and then the second derivative of
the kink at the highest size is compared to the extrapolated value. If that is greater than or equal to 3
(the default setting), then the cluster ratio is chosen.

In practice you do not have to worry about the science, mathematics and programming - you can just
use the default settings shown below.  Click Run sequence at the bottom of the screen, wait for the
search for Cluster Ratio to be successful, and you should get a meaningful answer (although for
small unit cells, less than 15x15x15, the algorithm is likely to crash or give an anomalous answer).
Note that the cluster ratio is only defined to 2 decimal points at most, so do not worry about
imprecision - differences in cluster ratio at higher precision make no difference.  In some samples, all
voids are found to be clusters, whereupon the cluster ratio = 1, and you will be told of that. 
The cluster ratio is the means to an end - the absolute value of the number itself means little, and
may vary between stochastic realisations.  What are important are the details of the void size
distributions that the auto cluster (or manual cluster) generates. 
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Once the cluster ratio has been found, click Accept.  You will be taken back to the Operations List. 
The outputs can be viewed by clicking on Unit Cell Building, and looking at e.g. 3D full-screen
view , whereupon the clusters are shown stippled. Also you can click on Size Distribution . As
this calculation is new for PoreXpert version 2.0, it has not yet been propagated into other simulated
properties - see our void size and permeability validation  for the consequence of that on the
microtoming simulation. 

6.4.6 Manual Cluster Ratio

To apply a Cluster Ratio yourself, it is first essential to understand what you are doing, by reading
our publication here. 
Your aim is to apply a Cluster Ratio for which the total void size distribution graph does not have a
kink at maximum size, as shown in green text in the figure below. 
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To apply your chosen value, initiate a Build Operation.  Then click the Cell properties drop-down
menu (highlighted with a yellow square below), and enter your chosen value (red square).  Then click
the Accept button.
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6.5 Engineering

The engineering of unit cells  is a way to carry out what-if experiments - for example how will the
wettability of a porous building stone change after weathering, or how would the filtration
characteristics of a filter change if the sinter was compressed by an additional 5 %. 
The easiest way is to create a unit cell from the percolation products of your baseline material, and
then alter the sizes of selected voids using the Targeted Modification  facility.  

Alternatively you can enter manual unit cells  with varying parameters. Such an approach is
appropriate if you wish to alter, for example, porosity, connectivity or correlation level  of the
network, but is not advised for altering sizes, as the effects of, for example, altering the throat skew
and spread parameters operate via the background Euler beta distribution  parameters.  

The Engineering option can also be used for matching the properties of a unit cell to void networks
where the geometry is known, but not the percolation characteristics - for example the results of X-
ray CT scans (CAT scans) or reconstructions from synchrotron radiation facilities such as the
Diamond light Source. However, the matching has to be by trial and error, as PoreXpert currently
does not have any algorithm for convergence onto the geometric characteristics of networks.

The manual unit cell  is based on the building screen  and the parameters you choose to create
a simulated intrusion curve using the dimensions and parameters you specify. A screen shot of the
manual unit cell page is shown in the next figure.
 

 
 
A good way to use the manual unit cell screen is to keep all the parameters constant except for one
parameter and see how this affects properties of the unit cell such as how the pore and throat size
distribution is changed, or how the new unit cell filters particles. These changes provide users with
the ability to perform sensitivity analyses which is commonly required for research purposes. By
changing just one parameter and then running an identical batch operation on the new unit cell you
can generate reports showing how the properties change. This can be used as a design tool for
investigating properties of materials which you have not yet manufactured.
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Purists may wish to attempt the generation of a unit cell from scratch - we suggest you contact us
for advice if you wish to do that. 

6.5.1 Targeted Modification

Targeted Modifications are a suite of simple commands that allow the user to select different portions
of the unit cell  according to the type, position, size, connectivity or content, or any combination of
these properties. The pores and throats that have been selected can then be edited using different
modifications.
The Targeted Modification screen is shown below for a small unit cell with the target selection
options dropdown menu displayed.
 

Targeted modification screen which allows experimental unit cells to be modified to investigate how

changing the size w ill affect other properties, such as fluid uptake or permeability.

 
The modifications that can be made to the pores and throats are as follows:

Target Selection
The pores and throats can be selected using a range of different properties. The properties that can
be used to select the pores and throats are explained below.
 
Type: The features can be selected by the feature type, namely pores and/or throats. These
selections are useful if you wish, for example, to resize all of the throats in the unit cell to investigate
how this changes the permeability.
 
Position: The void features can also be selected by using the positions of the throats and pores by
changing the values in the boxes to select the appropriate void features. The position tools can be
used to select half a cell to create a structure that has separated macro and micro porosity.
 
Size: The void features can be selected by the size of the feature of within a range of feature sizes.
For example, this tool allows investigation of the properties of filters, as it allows the user to
manipulate void sizes to investigate how filtration characteristics are changed.
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Connectivity: The void features can be selected by how many connections each void feature has.
Throats normally have two connections. If you only want to select pores with, for example,  two
connections change the type to pores only. This can be used to highlight ink bottle  pores within
your structure which have implications in the cement industry (see also the website entry regarding
ink bottles).
 
Content: The void features can be selected by the content of the feature. For example you can
perform a targeted modification after a fluid uptake or fluid migration simulation and look for features
that are 100 % filled. This selection technique can be used, for example, to simulate weathering of a
sample by expanding the features that are 100 % water filled by the appropriate size ratio for frost-
induced expansion of water. The content section can also be used to select the concentration of
solute after a fluid migration simulation.
 
Modifications
Size: The size of the feature can be changed by an absolute amount using the absolute box, with a
negative number reducing the size of all of the selected features by that size stated in the box.
Ensure that the value entered into the box is not larger than the smallest feature in the unit cell, as
the dimensions of the features cannot be negative. The size can also be changed by a specific
percentage: a percentage value less than 100 will shrink the feature and a value greater than 100 will
increase the size of the feature. If a feature is resized so that it exceeds the current pore row
spacing , the pore row spacing will be increased to accommodate the increased feature size.
 
Content: Any feature selected in the first part of the targeted modification operation can be filled with
a fluid available in the materials database. This fluid can be used to simulate the formation damage
encountered when recovering oil. The content can be changed to create a concentration gradient for
the fluid migration algorithm.
 
Row Spacing: The row spacing parameter allows the user to change the default row spacing for the
x, y and z axis by increasing or decreasing the pore row spacing. This parameter increases or
decreases the overall dimensions of the unit cell in all three axis. The minimum pore row spacing is
identical to the maximum pore size. Therefore to decrease the pore row spacing below the initial
minimum the largest feature size will need to be reduced.
 
Delete: The delete parameter will delete any features selected by the user. This allows the user to
change the shape of the unit cell, by removing individual features, or the user could remove a
complete layer of the unit cell, converting a cubic unit cell to a cuboidal unit cell. When deleting an
entire layer of features ensure only the pores are selected to maintain connections for subsequent
calculations.

An example of a targeted modification session, trying out the effect of modifying the properties of a
stainless steel sinter, is shown in the PDF targeted modification report .  
 

This operation may take a very long time to complete, depending on your hardware
capabilities and the unit cell size. The amount of RAM available on your system will restrict the
largest unit cell size, that your system can calculate. For the largest structures or a complicated
series of modifications we recommend using PoreXpert Cloud.
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6.6 Analysis

Various operations are available to analyse the structure of the unit cell  that has been created. 
You can find out the distribution of connectivities  of the pores within the void network, find the
distribution of pore-fluid content  or monitor its uptake  if you have already introduced pore fluids
by percolation, wetting, permeation or diffusion, plot the size distribution of pores, throats and
clusters , or carry out a microtoming simulation . 

6.6.1 Connectivity Distribution

The connectivity distribution analyses all of the pores within the unit cell and determines how many
throats are connected to each individual pore. Above the graph is an advanced option which allows
the connectivity distribution to be normalised or view the distribution by volume of features, as
exemplified below.
 
The connectivity distribution analysis operation provides a graphical representation of the connectivity
distribution as shown below. The ink bottle (single connectivity) pores are marked in green to
indicate their importance in, for example, the hysteresis of mercury during a mercury porosimetry
experiment, or in cement materials. 
 

 

Screenshot showing connectivity distribution for the sandstone sample shown on the full screen 3D

viewer  page.  The Advanced dropdown menu has been used to display the features as a percentage

of the total number of features. 

6.6.2 Content Distribution

The content distribution analysis screen allows you to determine the saturation of the unit cell with a
wetting or non-wetting fluid in the z-direction. The next figure shows the content distribution screen
for a wetting simulation of sandstone after 5 milliseconds with the supersource being positioned at
the bottom of the unit cell with no applied pressure.
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Content distribution screen.

6.6.3 Pore and Throat Size Distribution

A major problem with PoreXpert versions before version 2 was that the void size distributions looked
unrealistic, and had a discontinuity at maximum size.  This was identified as being due to the
existence of void clusters, as explained on the Auto Cluster Ratio  page.  You should use the
Auto Cluster Ratio facility before outputting pore and throat size distributions, so please read that
page and read our publication cited there before continuing. Pore and throat size distributions without
the correct cluster ratio are invalid. 
 
The void size distribution graph is as shown below.  A very important feature is that the Total Voids
graph asymptotes top right to the sample porosity, thus validating the calculation.

If you want to zoom in on a section of the graph, drag over the area using the left hand key on your
mouse. To return to the full graph, click the right-hand button on your mouse. 
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Advanced controls are available in a drop-down menu at the top right-hand side of the graph.  They
allow axes to be plotted in logarithmic mode.  This is especially appropriate for the bottom size axis,
as voids in porous materials tend to be logarithmically distributed, so within PoreXpert, by default the
sizes are histogrammed to 500 intervals logarithmically spaced between the smallest and largest
void size within the model, which in turn are set by the highest and lowest experimental intrusion
pressure respectively. 

Above the left hand graph there is an advanced drop down button which allows the user to change
the type of pore and throat size distribution calculated from the unit cell. The options can be used
individually or combined in any combination to change the graph displayed by the software.
 
• Normalise data - the normalise data option converts the y-axis on the pore and throat graphs to a

percentage value for number or volume, the normalise option makes it easier to compare with
results from other experimental techniques.

• By volume - the by volume option uses the unit cell structure to determine the volume of all the
pores and throats, and converts the y-axis scale to the volume in µm3, or if the normalise data
option is chosen the y-axis changes to the percentage volume for each feature size.

 

6.6.4 Microtoming

Microtoming is an experimental technique which slices an sections of a sample for microscopic
examination, using a light or electron microscope. Experimentally, the preparation technique varies
depending on the sample, with different knives used to prepare different thickness's of section. The
layers of the PoreXpert unit cell can be visualised in the 2D cell inspector  in the xy and xz - plane.
The thickness of an experimental section from a microtome can be as small as 100 nm, however the
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technique has limitations if you want to reconstruct the three dimensional structure as, the
microtoming always loses the thickness of the knife, and this can be much thicker than the sections
obtained.
 
The microtoming algorithm uses the unit cell output from the simplex and performs a microtoming
operation in the xy, xz and yz plane. Each layer in the microtoming algorithm is sliced into 10
sections, so when dealing with cuboidal unit cells, there will be differences between the xy, xz and yz
plane on the histogram. The next screen shows the output from the microtoming screen for a
cuboidal sample.
 

Microtoming display for a cuboidal 15 * 15 *10 unit cell. The graph shows small changes in the x - y and z

directions shown in the three colours.

 
The microtoming graph can be wider than the screen so you may need to scroll to the right to view
all of the detail from the microtoming operation.

As the Auto Cluster Ratio  calculation is new for PoreXpert version 2.0, it has not yet been
propagated into other simulations such as microtoming, so you will continue to see an artificial spike
at the top of the size distribution.  The identification of clusters allows this spike to be spread down
through the other sizes - see our void size and permeability validation  for a specific example of
that. 

6.6.5 Fluid Uptake Progress

The fluid uptake analysis operation is ideal for comparing the wetting or non-wetting fluid intrusion of
your unit cell against time or pressure depending on the type of intrusion analysis required. After
calculation, the fluid uptake operation is added at the end of the Operation list. 
The fluid uptake screen provides a graphical representation of saturation of the sample with either a
non-wetting fluid against pressure or a wetting fluid against time.
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Fluid uptake progress screen showing the the uptake of a non-wetting fluid against pressure
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6.7 Calculation Operations

Calculation operations allow you to simulate the behaviour of pore-fluids - i.e. liquids, gases,
dissolved ions or colloidal suspensions within the pores, and to estimate the flow of heat through
both the liquid and solid phase of your material.
They are accessed by the appropriate dropdown menus as shown:

The flow of gases and liquids under pressure is governed by the permeability  of the porous
material, and the flow of heat by its thermal conductivity . 
The movement of ions and diffusion of liquids is governed by the void network's tortuosity . 
Colloidal suspensions of particles within the void size range are subject to filtration  effects. 
Wetting liquids wet  the network because of capillarity and non-wetting liquids under pressure by
percolation .  
Miscible liquids, initially separated, migrate  by diffusion.  
Finally, the pore space, or solid phase, can conduct heat, according to the thermal conductivity
of the network and the surrounding solid phase. 

Note that if an operations involves the partial or complete filling of the structure with a pore fluid, then
you will probably wish to generate an empty unit cell before another operation.  If so, an empty unit
cell can be generated by building it once again. 

6.7.1 Permeability

The permeability algorithm calculates the network permeability for any of the liquids or gases in
the materials database, which is PoreXpert's best estimate of the absolute permeability of the
network.   PoreXpert does not yet automatically calculate relative permeabilities. 

Background
The network permeability is based on the flow capacity of the simulated void network for the trickle
flow of non-compressible fluids. Each arc of the network has flow capacity F

arc
calculated from

parametrized Navier-Stokes equations (Matthews, Canonville and Moss, 2006) : 
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where h is the length of a throat of radius r connecting two cubic pores with sides L
1
 and L

2
,

respectively, and l is the mean free path between collisions in the fluid.

The simulated permeability is often less than the actual absolute permeability, as shown in our
property simulation validation ,  because of the simplifying flow assumptions, and the fact that
PoreXpert cannot replicate the true complexity and intricacy of void networks in most natural
materials. Larger unit cells provide more realistic values of permeability because there are fewer unit
cell replications to represent the experimental sample, but take longer as detailed below.  

The network permeability is calculated in milliDarcy units . 

The calculated value is different because of slip/Knudsen flow of molecules of gases (i.e. the
molecules can bounce their way through). The effect is most noticeable, relative to laminar /
Poiseuillian flow, for small molecules in low density gases passing through narrow throats. The
difference between gas and liquid permeability corresponds to the Klinkenberg effect.

Performing a permeability calculation
To start a calculation, choose a wetting liquid or gas from the list.  If want you want to model is not
there, then Go home.  Then on the File dropdown menu, Edit available materials.  
 
 

Setting up a permeability calculation

 
Once calculating, the permeability icon, shown below under the list of available fluids, will pulsate. 
As the algorithm finds more and more trickle flow routes through the network, the Maximum flow
will increase. Finally, at the end of the calculation, it will revert to the Home screen, and display the
simulated network permeability in the operations list.  
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The permeability screen during a calculation

Clicking on the permeability operation in the list will reveal the unit cell.  Viewing the unit cell in 3D
will display the major routes though the structure.  Colouring shows net flow on a linear scale,
whereas in fact the flow is often logarithmically distributed through the network.  So only the most
major flow routes, close to maximum flow, will be highlighted, as shown below.  
For complete flow details, save the permeability calculation as an uncompressed PoreXpert file . A
screenshot of part of an uncompressed file, showing flow into and out of the pore  nearest the
Cartesian axes origin (ID = "0"), is shown under calculation speed .  The trickle-flow approximation
allows separate trickles of flow in the +x, -x, +y, -y  and -z directions, but not in the +z direction (i.e.
not back towards the fluid reservoir position ).
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Detail of the unit cell for sandstone sample 5 in the permeability validation exercise.  Blue / purple voids

indicate net flow in the -x, -y or -z directions.  Yellow spectrum voids show net flow in the positive

Cartesian directions.

This operation may take a long time to complete, depending on your hardware capabilities
and the unit cell size . The amount of RAM available on your system will also restrict the largest
unit cell size that your system can calculate. You will receive a warning if the calculation is beyond
the capability of your computer's RAM. 

6.7.2 Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity screen allows you to set parameters required to model the effective thermal
conductivity of the porous medium. Your medium may consist of a maximum of two solids and the
pore space can contain up to two fluids. The structure type defines how solids and fluids are
arranged in respect to each other. Note that the effective thermal conductivity is calculated based on
the current state of a unit cell, i.e. effective thermal conductivity will change after a fluid uptake
operation.
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Mapping of the thermal conductivity cells
The effective thermal conductivity is calculated based on the local pore structure of the unit cell,
which is defined by the volume of a single pore, plus half of the adjacent throat volume. Thus, each
grid element in a PoreXpert unit cell, will act as a master to create a thermal conductivity cell of
equivalent pore volume (shown in preview screen). The solid and fluid phases can be arranged in
either one of two structural configurations.

Structure Type

Pore Connectivity

In the Pore Connectivity structure type, the primary solid is a central cubic phase, while
fully surrounded by pore space. Thus the pore space effectively forms a continuous
percolation path. A secondary solid can be added and arranged around the central
phase as connecting "bridges". Pore connectivity mode usually delivers a lower
boundary for the effective thermal conductivity due to the strong influence of the low
conductive fluid phase.

 
Solid connectivity

In Solid Connectivity mode, the central pore volume is surrounded by the solid phase(s).
Since the solid phases form a continuous percolation path, solid connectivity mode
delivers a upper boundary of the effective thermal conductivity of the medium. Note: In
order to visualize the inner pore volume, the surrounding solids are shown transparently
in the preview.

 
Materials

Skeletal structure
Primary solid of the porous medium.
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Secondary solid (optional)
Optional secondary solid, forming connecting bridges. Note: Because the volume of the secondary
solid is based on weight percent of the primary solid, make sure the primary solid uses the correct
material density. The secondary solid can be the same material as the primary solid.

Pore space
Material of the “empty” pores. The pore space content needs to be a fluid.

Absorbate
Can override the content material after a fluid uptake calculation. By default the material properties of
the absorbing fluid are used.

6.7.3 Tortuosity

The tortuosity is defined as the tortuous path taken by an ion through the unit cell, compared with
the length of the direct path through the unit cell , i.e. the unit cell size in the z-axis direction. 

The calculation takes a very long time for large unit cells , up to a few days, so we
recommend you consider using batch mode so that it runs in the background.

The tortuosity operation screen allows choice of two different type of tortuosity, based on the
diffusion of dissolved ions, or liquids (or dense gases not exhibiting Knudsen flow - i.e dense gases,
or less dense gases in void networks with no narrow (< 1 mm) throats ), as explained further in the
tortuosity background science  section. 

Tortuosity operation screen

 
The algorithm outputs a histogram of the lengths of paths taken through the cell.  We define the
tortuosity as the median value of the distribution of path lengths, which is shown as a green line on
the output graph. 
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Tortuosity output for a 10 x 10 x 10 unit cell representation of deltaic sandstone

 
The y-axis displays the probability of the relative path length. Note that in the illustrated case the x-
axis starts at 1.2. This is the shortest path length discovered by the algorithm, so below this value,
the probabilities of paths are not defined. At the first value, in this case a 46% probability of a path
length of 1.2, both the Average Probability (i.e. the probability of that particular path length) and the
Cumulative Probability (i.e. the probability of all paths of 1.2 or shorter) are the same. The single-
valued tortuosity is taken to be the median path length. This is a more stable statistic than the
mathematical average, because it is less affected by extreme high values of the distribution, even
when these values have low probability.

After clicking Accept on the Output screen, you will be returned to the Operations list, which will
display the single valued (median) tortuosity.
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Tortuosity result shown on the Home screen

 

6.7.3.1 Tortuosity background science

The PoreXpert algorithm is based on that published by Laudone et al., with an improvement for fluid
tortuosity. The algorithm measures the ratio between the length of the most likely path of an ion
moving through the simulated void structure from super-source to super-sink, relative to the distance
between the parallel planes of the super-source and super-sink. The super-source is an infinite plane
at z = h, where h is the unit cell size, supplying ions or fluid in the direction shown here , and the
super-sink is a parallel infinite plane at z=0. These planes are at the top and bottom of the unit cell,
for example as shown in the description of unit cell structure types .

Each pore of the simulated void network, including the source and the sink, can be schematically
represented as a node of a network graph, which has the interconnecting throats as edges. The
statistical weight of each pore-throat-pore arc is unity, and Yen 's algorithm and Dijkstra
shortest path algorithm are used to evaluate the 100 shortest paths between source and sink. This is
repeated 5 n

z
 times, where n

z
 is the number of nodes in the direction of the z axis. In order to force

the algorithm to explore longer and more tortuous paths, a number of throats, proportional to the total
number of features in the unit cell and larger at each of the 5 n

z
 iterations, is discounted from the

graph. Finally, duplicates are removed from the list of 500 n
z
 paths and the total resistance of each

path is calculated as a sum of the resistances of each pore-throat-pore arc. 

Ionic tortuosity. The distance from the centre of a cubic pore to the centre of an adjoining throat is
l
p
 / 2 , where l

p
 is the side length of the pore, so the electrical resistance of this section of the arc is

proportional to this distance divided by the cross-section, i.e.  l
p
 / 2 l2

p
.  The electrical resistance R

a-

b

 of the whole arc between two nodes a and b connected by a cylindrical throat of length l
t
 and radius

r
t
, is: 

 
where r is the resistivity of the arc.
 
Fluid tortuosity. For liquids and dense gases that do not exhibit Knudsen flow because of their
density or because of the relatively large size of the voids through which they are passing (typically >
1 mm), the Poiseuillian flow resistance can be calculated by parameterising the relevant Navier
Stokes equations (Matthews et al., 2006 ):

For an entire path of length n arcs from source (a = 0) to sink (b = n) there is a maximum
displacement distance d

x,y
 in the xy plane normal to the perfectly direct path of n

z
 arcs in the z

direction, given by Pythagoras as d
x,y

 n2-n
z
2). Assuming that the choice of route by an ion at

node a is Markovian, then the probability of choice of route will depend simply on the reciprocal of
the apparent resistance of each arc connected to that node. Therefore the probability y

n
 of an ion
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going through a path which is n arcs long and with a value of resistance R
0-n

 is inversely proportional

both to the average resistance of the pathway R
0 - n

 / n, and to d
x,y

: 

The total probability Y
n
 of an ion going through any path within the ensemble of paths of length n

arcs is the sum of all the individual path probabilities: 

 
The algorithm finds the length n

ef f
, expressed as a number of arcs, of the path with value of the

probability equal to the median value of the distribution of Y
n
, and it calculates the value of tortuosity

as: 

6.7.4 Filtration

The filtration algorithm simulates straining of particles as they flow through the unit cell from the top
to the bottom. The filtration screen is shown in the next figure and allows the user to choose the fluid
flowing through the unit cell from the materials database. The default fluid used by the filtration
algorithm is water.
 

PoreXpert filtration screen before the filtration simulation has started. Once the filtration simulation has

started the unit cell structure is made transparent so the user can visualise the position where the

particles were trapped.
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The filtration algorithm is based on the permeability algorithm determining the preferential flow routes.
When a particle blocks a throat the preferential flow routes are recalculated. The filtration algorithm
will continue until all of your particles have been filtered or flowed through the structure or the
permeability of the unit cell has reached zero because the unit cell filter has become clogged. The
next screen displays a unit cell for a filter paper fitted using a random structure, analysed using
mercury porosimetry where 150 particles have gone through or clogged in the filter.
 

Filtration screen showing 85 calcium carbonate particles captured by the unit cell, w ith a significant

number of particles on the surface of the unit cell.

 
The particle size distribution can be changed by clicking on the particles box where the number of
particles are stated, which brings up the screen below.
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PoreXpert particle distribution generation screen to create a distribution of particles as used in the

filtration algorithm. 

For a small (10 x 10 x 10) unit cell we recommend that you create a distribution with 50 - 150
particles suitable for the pore sizes. For larger cells we suggest using a particle distribution that has
5 - 15 % of the total number of pores in the unit cell.
 
To delete particles from the distribution, select the size of particles you want to remove in the list of
particle sizes and click on the delete button.

For an example of a PDF report for a membrane modelled with a small unit cell, see PDF filtration
report .

For validation of the algorithm, see Filtration Validation . 
 

The filtration algorithm can take a very long time to complete. It is dependent on the unit
cell size and the number of particles you may want to consider running filtration simulations using
PoreXpert Cloud.

6.7.5 Fluid Uptake

The fluid uptake screen allows you to perform wetting simulations or non-wetting fluid intrusion.  You
can choose between these operations by ticking the percolation check box in the top right hand
corner of the screen. The fluid uptake screen is shown in the next figure.
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PoreXpert Fluid update screen with a partially wetted unit cell shown in the preview screen. The default

settings include a live update preview screen, which updates as the calculation progresses. If you have a

slow computer it may be better to turn off the preview screen as it reduces the speed of the calculation.

 
The fluid uptake screen on the left hand side has a preview window. If you untick the continuous
refresh box and want to view the unit cell structure press the refresh button located just above the
cell inspector window.
 

Wetting Simulation
To perform a wetting simulation, enter a time into the wetting time box in milliseconds. Longer
wetting times may take a very long time to complete, and if you find that the wetting simulation will
take too long you can cancel the simulation by clicking the cancel button after starting the
simulation. The wetting simulation can also be run with an external positive pressure by filling in the
external pressure box; this parameter is optional and by default is 0 MPa. The maximum applied
pressure is 10,000 MPa. The default wetting simulation time is 0.5 milliseconds. It is also possible to
specify a percentage that you would like the wetting fluid to occupy and the program will run the
wetting simulation until the unit cell is filled to the specified saturation level.
 

Non-Wetting Fluid Percolation
The non-wetting fluid percolation is activated by ticking the percolation box on the right hand side of
the screen. By ticking this box the wetting time box is greyed out and you can enter a pressure in
MPa into this box. The typical maximum pressure of a high-pressure mercury porosimeter is 414
MPa, which probes voids as small as 3.6 nm according to the Laplace equation . Bases on that
equation, the table below shows a list of pressures and the equivalent diameter for the default
intrusion fluid  which is mercury at room temperature. 
 

Pressure (MPa) Diameter (µ m)

0.01 148

0.1 14.8

1 1.48

10 0.148

50 0.0297

22
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100 0.0149

150 0.00991

200 0.00743

250 0.00595

300 0.00495

350 0.00426

400 0.00371

414 0.00359

 
 
 

Intermediates
The intermediates menu is shown in the next figure. It allows you to choose to have some
intermediate percolation or wetting structures generated during the whole calculation. For a small
number of intermediate structures we recommend that you save the intermediate structures to the
current operations list. If you are going to generate a large number of intermediate structures (more
than 25 and up to 100), save the intermediate structures in an external PoreXpert file, by selecting
Save in external file. You can choose the name and save location by clicking on the select
button, in the intermediates menu. It is possible to then combine some of the external wetting
structures by using Append operations in the file menu on the home screen. 
Note that the intermediates selection is effectively the maximum number of intermediates.  For
percolation especially, the algorithm may jump forward and skip over intermediate settings, so that
the number of intermediates reported may be much less than the number requested.  So if for
example you wished to construct a full percolation curve for a sample, in particular a geometric
sample input via the cell engineering  option, then you would need to specify an exact percolation
amount, say 5%, run that, then specify say 10%, run that, and so on.
 

Intermediate structure menu from fluid uptake screen.

 

Advanced Controls
The advanced menu is shown in the next figure.
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Advanced fluid uptake options which are explained below.

 
Super source
In PoreXpert it is possible to choose the position that the intruding fluid wets the unit cell or intrudes
into the unit cell under pressure. There are six default positions available for the super source and
these are the top, bottom, left, right, front and back of the unit cell. It is also possible to choose a
manual position for the super source to be connected to the unit cell. For example you could start
the intrusion in the centre of the unit cell. The super source screen is shown in the next figure.
 

PoreXpert super source screen used to choose the position of the super source for fluid uptake and

fluid migration operations.

 
You can also change the super source material using any fluids that have been added to the
materials database. This allows you to simulate wetting at different temperatures or see how fluids
intrude with different contact angles.
Skeletal material
The skeletal material option allows you to use different properties for the solid phase material, which
will change the colour in the unit cell viewers.
 

The wetting operation may take a very long time to complete, depending on your hardware
capabilities, unit cell size, wetting duration and the size of the smallest feature.
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6.7.6 Fluid Migration

The next figure shows the fluid migration screen filled with 0.1 mol dm-3 benzene diffusing in
cyclohexane. The options on the fluid migration screen can be set up for diffusion into or out of the
unit cell, by varying the concentration of the Solute.
 

The minimum migration time for the fluid migration algorithm is 60 seconds, but it may
take a very long time to simulate 60 seconds of diffusion, because it depends on the diffusion
coefficient, molecular radius and diameter of the void features.
 

Fluid migration screen for a paper coating sample w ith the default super source and bulk fluid materials.

 

Super Source Options
The next figure shows the super source options for the fluid migration screen, where you can change
the position of the super source solvent, the solvent material, the solute material and the
concentration of the solute. You need to add new materials to the materials database before you can
perform fluid migration simulations.
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Bulk Fluid Options
The next figure shows an expanded view of the bulk fluid options, which is the content of the unit cell
displayed in the preview screen. If the concentration is lower in the bulk fluid molarity box than the
molarity of the super source, the solute will diffuse into the unit cell, and if it is higher it will diffuse
out of the unit cell.

 

This operation may take a very long time to complete, depending on your hardware
capabilities and the unit cell size.
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6.8 Materials Database

The materials database allows the user to select a built in material such as calcium carbonate. The
software then uses the material properties to perform calculations that depend on the properties of
the solid material such as Thermal Conductivity. The materials in the database include the
temperature and pressure when the properties are applicable. If you want to use different temperature
conditions we recommend that you add the appropriate properties to the materials database as
described below.
 
The references for any materials included in the materials database are included in the relevant
material phase section. Users are able to add their own materials to the database for subsequent
calculations.
 
To add a material to the database go to the PoreXpert File Menu and select the option "Edit Available
Materials". The screen shown below will then be displayed. The left hand side of the screen displays
a list of the current materials in the database. The right hand side shows the properties of the
selected material and can be used to change the properties of materials in the database or to add
new materials in the database.
 

Material Browser screen

 
The Material Browser shown allows you to add, edit, delete and copy materials from the materials
database. If you click on New a new material will be added to the database called New Material. You
are then able to add properties to this new material; you can change the state of the material from
liquid to solid or gas, change the name to the material you want to add, assign a colour to the
material so the Cell inspector  and Porextract cell viewer  can display the new material when
you build a unit cell or wet a material with a new fluid. As you scroll down the properties list other
parameters are listed; all you need to do is fill in the parameters relevant to the state of the material
and then click the Save button.
 
The properties of the materials already in the database are now listed, categorised as Intrusion
Fluid , Gases , Fluids  and Solids . 
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Please check the properties of any database entry that you use, and if you notice any material
properties that need to be changed please contact us so subsequent versions of the materials
database can be updated. Updated versions of the materials database will be made available on the
website downloads page.

6.8.1 Intrusion Fluid

PoreXpert when opening experimental data files uses a material called the "Intrusion Fluid", the
intrusion fluid is defined by the experimental data file you are opening and the properties of the
intrusion fluid are then used for all of the algorithms that utilise the intrusion fluid. PoreXpert is set up
to use Mercury as the default intrusion fluid.
 
If you are using water retention data or porometry data you need to make sure the intrusion fluid is
correct for your sample. You can edit the intrusion fluid properties in the materials database browser.
 
The default parameters for the intrusion fluid (Mercury @ 20°C, atmospheric pressure) are:
 
• Density - 13580 kg m-3
• Surface (Interfacial) Tension - 0.485 N m-1
• Advancing (Intrusion) contact angle - 140°
• Receding (Extrusion) contact angle - 130°
 
The contact angles for mercury stated above are commonly used as defaults, but the contact angle
differs depending on the materials being investigated. So it may be necessary to change it. A list of
common contact angles is included below.
 

List of contact angles for mercury intrusion porosimetry 
Material Contact Angle (°)

Cement 125

Mica 126

Aluminium Oxide 127

Oxidised Surfaces 140

Zinc Oxide 141

Coal 124

Calcite 146

Paraffin Wax 149

Borosilicate Glass 153

Quartz 132 - 147

Glass 135 - 140

Clay 139 - 147

Titanium Dioxide 141 - 160

6.8.2 Materials Database Gases

The following list summarises the gases included in the standard material database and their
properties.
 

Gas Properties

Air @ 25°C, atmospheric pressure Density - 1100 kg m-3

http://www.porexpert.com/contact-us/
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Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.025 W m-1 K-1

Mean Free Path - 0.072222782 µ m
Diffusion Coefficient -
Molecule Radius - 0.000178459 µ m

Nitrogen @ 20°C, atmospheric pressure

Density - 1100 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.025 W m-1 K-1

Mean Free Path - 0.072222782 µ m
Diffusion Coefficient -
Molecule Radius - 0.000178459 µ m

Nitrogen @ 25°C, atmospheric pressure

Density - 1100 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.025 W m-1 K-1

Mean Free Path - 0.072222782 µ m
Diffusion Coefficient -
Molecule Radius - 0.000178459 µ m

Carbon Dioxide @ 25°C, atmospheric pressure

Density - 1100 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.025 W m-1 K-1

Mean Free Path - 0.072222782 µ m
Diffusion Coefficient -
Molecule Radius - 0.000178459 µ m

Carbon Dioxide @ 640°C, 39 atmospheres

Density - 1100 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.025 W m-1 K-1

Mean Free Path - 0.072222782 µ m
Diffusion Coefficient -
Molecule Radius - 0.000178459 µ m

Methane @ 25°C, atmospheric pressure

Density - 1100 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.025 W m-1 K-1

Mean Free Path - 0.072222782 µ m
Diffusion Coefficient -
Molecule Radius - 0.000178459 µ m

Oxygen @ 25°C, atmospheric pressure

Density - 1100 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.025 W m-1 K-1

Mean Free Path - 0.072222782 µ m
Diffusion Coefficient -
Molecule Radius - 0.000178459 µ m

Argon @ 25°C, atmospheric pressure

Density - 1100 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.025 W m-1 K-1

Mean Free Path - 0.072222782 µ m
Diffusion Coefficient -
Molecule Radius - 0.000178459 µ m

Helium @ 25°C, atmospheric pressure

Density - 1100 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.15016 W m-1 K-1
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Mean Free Path - 0.072222782 µ m
Diffusion Coefficient -
Molecule Radius - 0.000178459 µ m

i-Butane @ 25°C, atmospheric pressure

Density - kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.01657 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.00984 N m-1

Mean Free Path - 0.028864054 µ m
Diffusion Coefficient -
Molecule Radius - 0.00028145 µ m

 

6.8.3 Materials Database Fluids

The following list summarises the fluids included in the standard material database and their
properties:
 

Fluid Properties

Mercury (0°C, 1 atm)

Density - 13595 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 1888 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 8.30 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.485 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 140°
Receding Contact Angle - 130°
Viscosity - 0.001526 Pa s

Mercury (20°C, 1 atm)

Density - 13545 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 1888 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 8.30 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.485 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 140°
Receding Contact Angle - 130°
Viscosity - 0.001526 Pa s

Mercury (21°C, 1 atm)

Density - 13543 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 1888 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 8.30 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.485 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 140°
Receding Contact Angle - 130°
Viscosity - 0.001526 Pa s

Mercury (22°C, 1 atm)

Density - 13540 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 1888 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 8.30 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.485 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 140°
Receding Contact Angle - 130°
Viscosity - 0.001526 Pa s

Mercury (23°C, 1 atm)

Density - 13538 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 1888 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 8.30 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.485 N m-1
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Advancing Contact Angle - 140°
Receding Contact Angle - 130°
Viscosity - 0.001526 Pa s

Mercury (24°C, 1 atm)

Density - 13536 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 1888 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 8.30 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.485 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 140°
Receding Contact Angle - 130°
Viscosity - 0.001526 Pa s

Mercury (25°C, 1 atm)

Density - 13533 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 1888 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 8.30 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.485 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 140°
Receding Contact Angle - 130°
Viscosity - 0.001526 Pa s

Mercury (30°C, 1 atm)

Density - 13521 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 1888 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 8.30 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.485 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 140°
Receding Contact Angle - 130°
Viscosity - 0.001526 Pa s

Water (25°C, 1 atm)

Density - 997.0479 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 4187 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.61 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.072 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 12° 
Receding Contact Angle - 15°
Viscosity - 0.000894 Pa s

Mineral Oil

Density - 824 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 1670 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.027 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 20°
Receding Contact Angle - 22°
Viscosity - 0.00305 Pa s

Light Mineral Oil

Density - 624 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 0 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.027 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 20°
Receding Contact Angle - 22°
Viscosity - 0.00205 Pa s

Ethanol (20°C, 1 atm)

Density - 789.45 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 2470 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.167 W m-1 K-1

Surface Tension - 0.02239 N m-1

Advancing Contact Angle - 15°
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Receding Contact Angle - 15°
Viscosity - 0.001144 Pa s

6.8.4 Materials Database Solids

The following list summarises the solids included in the standard material database and their
properties.
 

Solid Properties

PoreXpert Standard
Density - 2700 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.025 W m-1 K-1

Calcium Carbonate
Density - 2700 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.025 W m-1 K-1

Aluminium
Density - 2800 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 897 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 237 W m-1 K-1

Tantalum
Density - 16690 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 140 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 57.5 W m-1 K-1

Styrene Acrylic Latex (SA Latex)
Density - 1100 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 480 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 0.25 W m-1 K-1

Titanium (25°C, 1 atm)
Density - 4506 kg m-3

Specific Heat Capacity - 523 kJ m-3 K-1

Thermal Conductivity - 21.9 W m-1 K-1
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6.9 Reporting System

PoreXpert has an integrated reporting system which can be used to generate manual reports for the
operations in the operation list. Or if the software is operating in batch mode the reporting system
can be set to automatic .
 
The reporting system has three types of report that can be generated:
 
• PoreXpert Data File  - to save as a full record of activity so far, for further modelling session later

and for export to mobile viewers
• CSV Data File  - comma separated for input to your own spreadsheets, graphing and statistical

packages
• PDF report  - fully formatted for quality control, student reports, etc
 
 

6.9.1 CSV Reporting

This section details all of the CSV files that can be generated by the PoreXpert reporting system for
use with spread sheet software for further analysis of the results and advanced research applications.
 
Each subsequent section will explain the results in the spreadsheet, how the individual CSV reports
are named and provide an example figure of the CSV reporting.

6.9.1.1 CSV Summary Report

The CSV summary report provides a summary spreadsheet with all the key results from the
operation list at the time the document was created.
 
The name of this file will be filename_summary.csv, the default location for saving CSV files is in the
PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
 
The figure below exemplifies the layout of the CSV summary report.
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6.9.1.2 CSV Sampling Report

The CSV sampling report provides a spreadsheet with the experimental data used. The type of
experimental data used and the location of the experimental data file at the time of analysis.
 
The name of this file will be filename_operationnumber_Sampling, ID.csv. The default location for
saving CSV files is in the PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
The operation number corresponds to the position in the operation list with the first operation in the
list starting at 0.
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Example CSV experimental data sampling report.

6.9.1.3 CSV Fitting Report

The CSV fitting report provides a spreadsheet with the experimental data used, basic file details,
simplex fitting parameters, and the simulated intrusion curve data.
 
The name of this file will be filename_operationnumber_Curve Fitting.csv. The default location for
saving CSV files is in the PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
The operation number corresponds to the position in the operation list with the first operation in the
list starting at 0.
 
The figure below shows part of the CSV simplex fitting report. The simplex fitting parameters provided
in this report can easily be used with the manual unit cell function on the Welcome screen  to test
the fitting parameters with different sizes and shapes of unit cell dependent on the version  of
PoreXpert you are using.
 

60
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6.9.1.4 CSV Building Report

The CSV building report is a spread sheet file that lists all of the properties of the unit cell, laid out to
explain the report as simply as possible using headings of columns. An example of the beginning of
the CSV building report is shown in the next figure.
 
The name of this file will be filename_operationnumber_Unit Cell Building.csv. The default location for
saving CSV files is in the PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
The operation number corresponds to the position in the operation list with the first operation in the
list starting at 0.
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6.9.1.5 CSV Auto Cluster Ratio Report

An example of the beginning of the CSV Auto Cluster Ratio report is shown in the next figure.
 
The name of this file will be filename_operationnumber_poreXpert.AutoClusterOperation.csv. The
default location for saving CSV files is in the PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
The operation number corresponds to the position in the operation list with the first operation in the
list starting at 0.

6.9.1.6 CSV Permeability Report

The permeability CSV report contains the fluid used to calculate the permeability, the mean free path
of the fluid and the permeability calculated in Darcies or milliDarcies. The calculation to convert the
permeability into SI units is performed automatically by the software.
 
The name of this file will be filename_operationnumber_Permeability Calculation.csv. The default
location for saving CSV files is in the PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
The operation number corresponds to the position in the operation list with the first operation in the
list starting at 0.
 

An example CSV report for permeability
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6.9.1.7 CSV Thermal Conductivity Report

The CSV report for thermal conductivity summarises all the parameters required to work out the three
dimensional network thermal conductivity, with the effective thermal conductivity shown near the top
of the next figure. The s1, s2 and f conductivity columns take their values from the thermal
conductivity value in the materials database for the materials selected.
 
The name of this file will be filename_operationnumber_ConductivityOperation.csv. The default
location for saving CSV files is in the PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
The operation number corresponds to the position in the operation list with the first operation in the
list starting at 0.
 

6.9.1.8 CSV Tortuosity Report

This example was generated from the file granite learn 15x 3fits.pXt.  For the equivalent graph, see
PDF Tortuosity Report . 129
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6.9.1.9 CSV Fluid Uptake Report

The fluid uptake report summarises all the parameters used for the fluid uptake operation, and how
the fluid uptake calculation was performed, whether it was saved as an external file, or saved into the
operations list.
 
The name of this file will be filename_operationnumber_FluidUptakeOperation.csv. The default
location for saving CSV files is in the PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
The operation number corresponds to the position in the operation list with the first operation in the
list starting at 0.
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6.9.1.10 CSV Content Distribution Report

The CSV content distribution report provides users with the raw data, so they can plot the content in
the z-axis against distance travelled for the fluid that is moving by fluid migration, or fluid uptake. The
next figure provides an example of the content distribution report.
 

 

The name of this file will be filename_operationnumber_ContentDistributionOperation.csv. The default
location for saving CSV files is in the PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
The operation number corresponds to the position in the operation list with the first operation in the
list starting at 0.

6.9.1.11 CSV Pore and Throat Size Distribution Report

The CSV report for pore and throat size distribution saves the number of pores and throats at each
distinct size, and the next figure shows the output for the CSV report. The volume distribution is
currently not exported in this format and is only viewable within the software.
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The name of this file will be filename_operationnumber_PoreThroatSizeDistributionOperation.csv. The
default location for saving CSV files is in the PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
The operation number corresponds to the position in the operation list with the first operation in the
list starting at 0.

6.9.1.12 CSV Wetting Progress Report

The wetting progress operation is an operation that collates all of the data from the intermediate
wetting structures and presents the data as a graphical representation of percentage intrusion of the
wetting fluid against time. The CSV report provides the wetting progress as shown in the figure below
as time in milli seconds against percentage intrusion of the wetting fluid.
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Layout of the CSV report for wetting progress w ith the left hand column showing time in milli seconds

and the right hand column showing percentage intrusion.

 
The name of this file will be filename_operationnumber_Wetting Progress Analysis.csv. The default
location for saving CSV files is in the PoreXpert folder in the Users documents folder.
The operation number corresponds to the position in the operation list with the first operation in the
list starting at 0.

6.9.2 PDF Reporting

The automated PDF reporting operation will generate a PDF report for all of the operations currently
in the operation list, following the operation list order.
 
The cover page has a PoreXpert logo at the top and below the logo you will find some key information
about the report such as the sample name when the report was generated and the version of
PoreXpert used to generate the report and how many pages are in the report. The next figure shows
the PDF report cover page for a sandstone sample.
 
PDF reports are automatically generated according to the language settings of the software.
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PoreXpert PDF report cover page

 
PoreXpert PDF Summary Page
The second page of a PDF report is the summary page which details all of the operations in the
operations list and provides key results from any of the calculations and analyses performed using
PoreXpert. The next figure shows the summary page from the sandstone sample.
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PoreXpert PDF report summary page

 
The subsequent topics in this help documentation detail the information provided by the PDF
reporting feature for the other operations in the list and shows the user what each operation report
will look like.

6.9.2.1 PDF Sampling Report

The PDF sampling report is the page that plots a graph of the experimental data, and summarises
key information including sample name, porosity, name of the experimental data file and any sample
description provided by the user. The next figure shows the PDF sampling page in the report. There
is only ever one sampling page in a report.
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PoreXpert PDF sampling page report

 

6.9.2.2 PDF Fitting Report

The PDF fitting report shown in the next figure summarises the fitting parameters and provides a
visual comparison between the experimental and simulated at the top of the fitting page. Underneath
the graph you can find the parameters used to generate the simulated fit within the restraints of the
default simplex limits or user defined simplex limits. The next two tables summarise the parameters
used in the experiment and simulation, and the material properties of the percolating fluid.
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6.9.2.3 PDF Building Report

The PDF building report shows a visualisation of the simplex chosen to be built using either manual
parameters, the last simplex fit or the best simplex fit on the building page, with the summary of
parameters table informing you which parameters were used to build the structure.
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6.9.2.4 PDF Auto Cluster Report

An example of a report is shown below.

6.9.2.5 PDF Permeability Report

The permeability report, provides the permeability in milliDarcies for the Permeation fluid selected by
the user on the permeability page. The properties of the permeation fluid are summarised beneath
the result.
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If the permeabilities with respect to several different fluids are simulated, the opening summary
screen of the report compares the values.  The difference is due to the Klinkenberg effect.  The
example below shows the effect evident for fluvial sandstone modelled with a small (12x12x12) unit
cell. 

6.9.2.6 PDF Thermal Conductivity Report

The PDF report for thermal conductivity provides all of the parameters used in the thermal
conductivity calculation. The thermal conductivity calculation is based on the last unit cell built, with
the structure for thermal conductivity based around the unit cell structure.
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6.9.2.7 PDF Tortuosity Report

This example is generated from the granite learn 15x 3fits.pXt file. For the equivalent numerical
output, see CSV Tortuosity Report . 

 

6.9.2.8 PDF Fluid Uptake Report

The fluid uptake report template shown in the figure below is used for wetting and non-wetting fluid
intrusion into the sample. The fluid uptake report uses the characteristics specified when performing
the simulation such as the fluid intruding and the skeletal material used. The next figure shows a
wetting simulation using water after 0.1 ms with no external pressure applied.
 

117
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PoreXpert fluid uptake report showing a wetting simulation. Each intermediate structure in a fluid

intrusion simulation is shown on a separate page of the report.

6.9.2.9 PDF Content Distribution Report

The following screenshot shows the pdf report page for the content distribution for sandstone sample
1, 1st stochastic generation, vertically banded structure, correlation level 0.36, after percolating to
50% by volume with mercury.  Note the fairly even distribution, apart from the face nearest the
mercury at maximum z, as the mercury will fill the largest vertical bands first, and has good access
to all the layers from the top (maximum z) face.  
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6.9.2.10 PDF Pore and Throat Size Distribution Report

Shown below is the report for the same sample as in the Content Distribution report  example. 

 

130
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6.9.2.11 PDF Wetting Progress Report

A fluid uptake report for sample 1 in the validation exercise is shown below. It shows 20ms of wetting
with water. 
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6.9.2.12 PDF Filtration Report

A report for a membrane with 20% porosity modelled with a small 10x10x10 unit cell is shown below.
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6.9.2.13 PDF Targeted Modification Report

An example of a targeted modification session, trying out the effect of modifying the properties of a
stainless steel sinter modelled with a small (10x10x10) unit cell, is shown below.  
Some of the details of the various modifications have been over-written in blue on to the report list.

6.9.3 Automated Reporting

The Automated reporting function is built into the PoreBatch system. The automated system can be
activated or deactivated in the PoreBatch menu. By default the automated reporting is turned off.
 
If you turn the automated reporting on you will see the following screen, which allows you to name
the reports that will be generated. On the right hand side you can select the type of report you want
to generate, from the options already described . In the top right hand corner you can select
advanced options which allow you to specify a different save location and other options.

112
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Automated reporting screen

 

Name
The name section is where you can type in the file name which is used when saving the file in any of
the three file formats.

Reporting Type
The reporting type allows you to choose which type of report you want to save automatically from
any of the three file formats and in the above figure the PoreXpert file format is selected.
 

Advanced

Path
The path option allows you to change the directory where the report files will be saved. By default
PoreXpert saves the data files to the PoreXpert folder located in My Documents.

Printing
The printing option allows you to print PDF reports automatically to your default printer upon
completion of your PoreBatch list.
 
PDF Reporting
The PDF reporting option menu allows choice of whether the PDF report includes the following
pages; the title page , the summary page  and the details pages.
 
If you want a simple report which summarises the operations results , we recommend that you use
the title page and summary page option in the PDF reports. For comprehensive results we
recommend you select all three options. By default all three pages are selected.
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7 Stand-alone output viewers

PoreXtract viewers are available for viewing PoreXpert output and unit cells  on Android  and
iOS  mobile phones.  A stand-alone viewer  is also available for viewing just unit cells on
personal computers. 

7.1 PC unit cell viewer

A stand-alone viewer is available, as shown below.  To try it for yourself, and see PoreXpert void
network simulations (unit cells ) in virtual reality, download the installer PoreXpert Unit Cell

Viewer.msi from the website at https://www.porexpert.com/product-download/ .

Note that most operating systems will query the download of an installer.  
Please accept our assurances that the installer is signed as authentic, and virus free.  
Therefore please click  the 'Download and install anyway' type options whenever queried.

After installation, on your list of installed software, click CellViewerUI.exe , or just CellViewer ,
and you should then see this user interface: 

Download one of the demonstration files from the website downloads page 
(or you can open the small demonstration file demo.poreXpert in the CellViewer sub-directory - for

example in C:\Program Files (x86)\PoreXpert Limited\PoreXpert Unit Cell
Viewer\CellViewer ).

· Click on the Open… button , and  the viewer will tell you how many unit cells it is found within the

.pxt or .porexpert file .  For most of the demonstration files, it will find 1 unit cell file, as shown

above. Click OK, and then select Cell: 1. 

· Select a background colour for the display (e.g. white for publications, black for presentations).

· Launch the Cell Viewer.  

· The 3-D structure should be displayed.  Viewing commands include:

o Hold down left-hand mouse button and drag mouse to rotate the cell.

o Hold down left-hand mouse button, drag mouse and release – keep the cell rotating.

o Hold down right-hand mouse button and drag to zoom in or out (can also be achieved by rotating

the mouse wheel if your mouse has one).

o Hold down central mouse button and drag to move whole structure.
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o Press the space-bar to return the structure to the default position. 

o Click the h key on your keyboard to show the short-cut keys  available.

o To exit the view, click your Esc key.

(On some operating systems, the cell viewer gets confused, or may crash, if you are using more

than one computer monitor with an Extend arrangement. So under those circumstances, please

move all open windows to your home screen, and either Disconnect Projector or Duplicate your

display between the monitors.)

Any other file with PoreXpert file with the extension *.pXt or *.poreXpert can be viewed.  Many

modelling sessions saved as .pXt or .poreXpert files contain several unit cells. The viewer will

count them, and require you to choose which unit cell you wish to display. If you have been sent the
.pXt or .poreXpert file, then the sender should have explained to you which cells are of interest

in the list.  If you are preparing to send your unit cell output to another person, then look at the .pXt

or .poreXpert file in PoreXpert itself. Look down the operations list, and note which unit cells refer

to structures of interest to the person to whom you are sending the file. 
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7.2 PoreXtract for Android

PoreXtract is an application designed to run on Android smart phones and tablets. The unit cell
viewer will not work with some older processors that power your device as they do not support all of
the protocols required. Some screenshots of the PoreXtract application for Android are shown below.

Operations list Permeability output

 

Cell viewer Tortuosity output
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Android is a registered trademark of Google incorporated in the United States and other countries.

7.3 PoreXtract for iOS

 
PoreXtract is an application for the any Apple® device that is capable of running iOS 5, currently
iPhone® 3GS or later, iPod® touch (3rd and 4th Generation) and the iPad®.
 
PoreXpert files can be transferred to PoreXtract for iOS using iTunes, email, or a file syncing program
such as Dropbox.
 
PoreXtract opens either of the PoreXpert file formats  and presents an operation list  that have
been previously analysed in PoreXpert. 

Example screenshots are shown below. The capabilities of the cell inspector are limited by the
specifications of the device viewing the structure. Three-dimensional structures may have been
simplified so the unit cell can be viewed on your mobile device.

Operations List Materials database display
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Cell Inspector screen displaying a 10 * 10 * 10 unit cell Cell Inspector screen showing a partially wetted

cuboidal unit cell

       

 

Transferring files to PoreXtract using iTunes®
To transfer PoreXpert files from your computer to Porextract connect your iOS device to the
computer using the USB cable provided with the iOS device. Select your device in the iTunes window
and select the summary page. Scroll down to the bottom of the window and add the files to iTunes
following the instructions provided by iTunes.
 
Apple, iPod, iPad, iPhone and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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8 Tutorials

This section starts with three Introductory level tutorials.  The Initialisation  tutorial leads you
through the basic generation of a PoreXpert void structure. Then there are tutorials on Analysis
and Calculation  operations. 

If you are using PoreXpert for research or product development, you will then be at the stage of
wanting to model your own samples, as covered an the Intermediate level tutorial . 

Before using the results to steer your own product development, it is essential to avoid artefacts -
trends generated by the software itself rather than within your sample series.  Such checks are also
essential for its use in research.  So be sure, finally, to work through the advanced tutorial on
Artefacts and stochastic realisations .

The tutorials use various datafiles which are either in the PoreXpert folder created in your Documents
folder when you installed PoreXpert or that can be downloaded from the website.  The downloads
also include PoreXpert format files which record our own modelling sessions relating to the tutorial -
but note the caveat in italics below. 

The tutorials section on the website is more up to date than the tutorials supplied with the software
at download time, and will be continually extended as required. If you have an internet connection
when using PoreXpert the software will automatically use the website version of the help system.

Please get used to the idea that PoreXpert is an inverse modeller, and so, as explained at the
outset , there is no single answer to any question you ask of it.  So your results from these
tutorials may be different from those pictured or within the PoreXpert files, especially if your software
has a different level of modelling experience than ours, remembering that the modelling gets better
as it learns about your samples.  Smaller unit cells (less than 15x15x15) may produce anomalous
results when using the auto cluster operation and when simulating properties, and their use is not
advised, despite the faster calculation time. 

8.1 Initialisation

This tutorial takes you through the essential operations associated with modelling your own datafiles,
so if you intend doing that, it is important that you work through all its sections before proceeding to
other tutorials.

All the initialisation tutorials use our simplest datafile, based on the standard Clashac (or Clashach)
clean outcrop sandstone. This is located in the following directory created when you installed
PoreXpert: ...\Documents\PoreXpert\Example Files\Experimental Data\Porosimetry.   The
Experimental Data directory also has example Micromeritics , Quantachrome  and
ThermoFisher  data files in the correct format, that can be used for the tutorial, although obviously
the results will then be different. 

The datafile, and some of our own answers, is also in the Tutorial datafiles zip file on the website
download page. 

The topics covered are as follows: 

vExperimental data file opening  (which we refer to as Sampling)
vCompression correction
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vSimplex fitting
vBuilding a unit cell , and viewing the unit cell in 2D and 3D .
vCreating CSV and PDF reports .
v Identifying void clusters

8.1.1 Sampling

When you open PoreXpert the first screen you will see is the welcome screen shown below.
 

The welcome screen provides you with three options:
 
• Open File
• Cell Engineering  - The Cell Engineering option is covered in the Advanced Operations tutorial

section.
• PoreBatch
 
The tutorials can be run using either Open File or PoreBatch. We recommend when running the
tutorial that you use the Open File option on the welcome screen, as this will get you used to the
time operations take on your computer.
 
For the initialisation tutorial we will use a Clashac outcrop sandstone experimental data file
Clashac.csv (located as described previously ). 
 
(The Clashac data file used in this part of the tutorial does not need to be corrected for
compressibility .) 
 
Click on the Open File button on the welcome screen; this will display the open file dialogue box. In
your documents folder there is a PoreXpert folder - in this folder there is a sub folder called Tutorial
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files. In the tutorial files folder you will find a file called Clashac.csv. Open this file and the sampling
page will then be displayed as shown in the next figure. The sampling screen will take the details
from the data file and fill in the name, description and experimental porosity.
 

 
If using a Quantachrome or Micromeritics data file for this tutorial you will need to fill in the porosity
manually as this information is not included in the data file. If you are performing a compressibility
correction all these parameters will be filled in automatically.
 
Now click on the Accept button to proceed to the next stage of the initialisation procedure, fitting the
experimental data with the simplex .

8.1.2 Fitting

The Fitting screen allows the user to choose parameters with which to model the experimental data
file. In this tutorial we are going to use the default simplex settings to model the experimental data.
The results pictured are with the Learning mode switched off, i.e. for a new, inexperienced copy of
the software. Check that the unit cell size is 15 x 15 x 15 (smaller unit cells can give anomalous
properties). The increase in size will slow down the simplex fitting, but larger unit cells allow more
realistic simulations of other properties such as permeability. It is also possible to fit a cuboidal unit
cell with PoreXpert Professional and PoreXpert Cloud, by adjusting the sliders in the dimensions sub
menu manually.
 
The fitting screen should look like the following image when running the Clashac outcrop sandstone
data file. 
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The left hand side of the screen previews the experimental intrusion data, and plots the porosity
against the Laplace diameter calculated using the default intrusion fluid  properties.
 
The right hand side of the screen above allows you to choose a structure type that represents the
experimental sample by default PoreXpert uses a vertically banded  structure. The next section of
the screen allows the dimensions of unit cell to be changed, the maximum size is dependent on the
version of the software you are using and the capabilities of your computer. Smaller unit cells are
good for deciding what structure type to use with the software.
 
We will not be changing the advanced properties for the simplex in the tutorials; explanations of the
advanced parameters can be found in the explanation of the simplex fitting  operation.
 
The next step is to press the Accept button which will start the simplex fitting operation, which goes
through different stages. The first stage is to determine a starting grid which straddles the five-
dimensional parameter space (0 - 50% progress). Then the simplex is annealed to find the optimum
fitting distance. Larger unit cells take longer to fit; we recommend if you are using unit cells larger
than 15 x 15 x 15 that you use the PoreBatch  facility. The next screen shows the progress of the
simplex fitting operation with the current best fit displayed on the graph and the distance quoted
above the preview.
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Click the Accept button and you will be returned to the Home screen.

Once the simplex has found the optimum fitting distance, the software is ready to Build a unit cell.
The building operation and various cell viewers are covered in the next section of this tutorial,
 
After fitting any structure,  the unit cell needs to be built before you can compare its properties.
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8.1.3 Building

Having fitted the experimental curve, click on Run new operation...| Initialisation ... | Building, or
shortcut  (CTRL + 3):

 
Then click Accept in the Unit Cell Building screen:

The building screen shows the fit that will be used when creating the unit cell. The fitting parameters
can be found in the parameters sub menu, or you can view them by exporting the simulation in PDF
or CSV format. The parameters sub menu also allows you to change the solid phase material by
selecting a different material in the materials database.
 
 
If you click on any operation in the operation list on the home screen and expand the details section
on the right hand side of the screen you will see some key details about the operation.
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Unit cell viewing
 
Double click on the Unit Cell Building operation and this will activate the unit cell viewing systems.
You get a choice of the 3D cell inspector , 2D cell inspector  and a full screen 3D viewer .
The following figures show typical outputs. The calculation tutorials will explain the unit cell
inspectors in more detail and some of the more advanced functions.
 
2D cell inspector

Clashac 2D cell inspector showing a layer by layer view of the unit cell w ith pores and throats shown in

black.
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3D cell inspector

3D properties view cell inspector operating in x-ray mode highlighting one layer of a Clashac outcrop

sandstone unit cell.
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Full screen 3D viewer

Clashac full screen viewer unit cell captured using screen capture facility built into full screen 3D viewer

by pressing "c" on the keyboard. The output is saved as externalCellView .poreXpert.. .jpg in your PoreXpert

directory. 

Reporting and saving files

To save files or export the operations in a PDF format or spread sheet format, open the file menu and
click on Save as. This provides you with a choice of three options: Save as PoreXpert  file,
CSV  or PDF . The PoreXpert file allows you to reopen the file and continue adding additional
operations. The PDF reporting and CSV reporting generate a PDF report summarising the operations
list, and the CSV report creates a spreadsheet for each operation in the operation list to allow users
of the software to combine graphs from different samples.
 
Please note that generation of PDF reports takes time, as the software needs to plot graphs and
create unit cells.
 
Save the data in all three formats so you can see the outputs from the reporting operations and this
concludes the initialisation tutorial. 

Now continue with the following Auto cluster ratio tutorial .
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8.1.4 Auto cluster ratio

Having built and viewed the unit cell in the previous tutorial, click on Run new operation...|
Initialisation ... |Auto Cluster Ratio:

On the Auto Cluster screen shown below, click Run sequence :

The automated search routine will search for the first test ratio above the threshold value of 3, giving a
result, in this case, of 1.44 :
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 Click Accept, and you will be returned to the Home operations screen:

From here you can click on operation 4, unit cell building, to see all pores that are likely to be
clusters shown as stippled / rendered cubes, seen below in 3D Properties screen view:
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Click on the Preview screen to view the unit cell in 3D virtual reality.

Finally, click on operation 5: Size Distribution to display the void sizes  : 

Having completed this tutorial, proceed to the following analysis  analysis operations  tutorial.  
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8.2 Analysis operations

The analysis operations in these tutorials are as follows: 

1) Connectivity distribution. Display a graph showing how many pores have ink-bottle pores (pores
with only one throat connected). 

2) Content distribution. Determine the content distribution in the z-direction
a) For a wetting fluid (Water intruding into the top of the unit cell for 500 ms, with 10 intermediate

structures)
i) Compare the fluid uptake for a wetting simulation over the same time period with a small

applied pressure i.e 0.001 MPa. (Repeat the above operation with the applied pressure.)
b) For a non-wetting fluid (Not used in the tutorial system but works in exactly the same way

and can use the same instructions)

The following two tutorials are not yet included in the pdf and print versions of the manual.

3) Microtoming. Generate a histogram for granite sample and export the histogram data as a
spreadsheet file. 

4) Fluid uptake progress. 
a) Conversion of wetting simulation data to graphical analysis of wetting versus time to check

wetting versus square root of time.
i) Compare the fluid uptake for a wetting simulation over the same time period with a small

applied pressure i.e 0.001 MPa.
b) Non-wetting fluid uptake graph created of pressure versus intrusion.

Starting off - initialisation of a different type of sample
To provide some contrast to Initialisation tutorials , this tutorial uses a mercury intrusion curve for
granite, which has very low porosity (2%), located in your directory: ...
\Documents\PoreXpert\Example Files\Experimental Data\Porosimetry .
As revision of the Initialisation tutorial, load the granite.csv file, and try to fit it with a 15x15x15 unit
cell, using structure types Vertically banded, Horizontal: Large surface throats, and
Horizontal: Large to small.  (You can try the other structure types if you wish, as described below,
although the small centre zone and large centre zone structures take a long time to fit. )
The example results in this set of tutorials are based on our own fits, contained in the granite learn
15x 3fits.pXt  file accessible from the downloads page of the website.  These are likely to be better
than yours, because our software has learned from experience.  You can switch your own learning
mode off if you wish, as shown below, but it is not advised. 
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Curve fitting screen with Enable learning mode unclicked - which is not recommended. 

Alternative sample files

Clashac outcrop sandstone
To use the straightforward fit from the Initialisation tutorial, load the file Clashac initialisation
results.pXt .  The example results in this set of analysis operations tutorials are calculated with this
file. 

Fertiliser
The fertiliser data file (Fertiliser.csv) is a more complicated data file than the data files previously
used in the tutorial. it is recommended when fitting the data file that the number of iterations is
increased from 20 to 50 iterations per temperature. The number of iterations can be changed in the
advanced options on the simplex page. 
 
The additional data file Fertiliser different fits.pxt, contains three simplex fits of the experimental
data: the first fit shows the unit cell using the default fitting parameters, the second structure shows
the unit cell after increasing the number of iterations and the third fit shows a large cubic unit cell 25
x 25 x 25.

8.2.1 Connectivity Distribution

Load the granite learn15x 3fits.pXt file, and click on Run new operation ... | Analysis... |
Connectivity Distribution .  The following screen should be displayed.  Note that by default the
display is for the last fit listed in the operations list.  In this case, that is for the Horizontal: Large
to small fit, which is the best fit to the mercury intrusion curve. If you wanted the connectivity
distribution for another of the fits, the easiest way is to delete the fits that you do not want from the
operations list before requesting the Connectivity Distribution. 
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The overall distribution of connectivities is shown with a red line. It ranges from 0 to 6 throats per
cubic pore (maximum one on each face)
The green line shows that there are about 430 pores in the structure of 15x15x15 = 3375 pores which
have a connectivity of 1.  These are known as ink bottle pores, and are of particular interest to the
cement industry. 
Above the graph is an Advanced drop-down menu which allows you to normalise the distribution, or
view the distribution by volume. Using the normalise data option, the graph shows that about 13% of
the pores are ink-bottle pores. 

Connectivity distribution screen advanced controls for showing the connectivity of a fertiliser sample.

To find the precise number of features, Accept the Connectivity Distribution operation.  Then, when
back on the Home screen showing the operations list, including the Connectivity Distribution
operation, click on File | Save as... | CSV file.  Then look at the
...ConnectivityDistributionOperation... output :
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Connectivity distribution screen showing the connectivity of a fertiliser sample, the connectivity
distribution is showing the number of pores with the appropriate number of connections.

8.2.2 Content Distribution

The content distribution algorithm tutorial uses the granite data file with large pores spherically
arranged in the centre of the structure. By following the Wetting Fluid Uptake tutorial , wet the
sample for 500 ms with water. 
Then click on Run new operation ... | Analysis... | Content Distribution.

The following screen shot shows the resulting graph. The content is shown with respect to the z axis
(remembering that all fluids are applied at maximum z, and tend to travel in the -z direction), then
obtain a connectivity distribution graph.  So it confirms, as can be seen in the  Wetting Fluid Uptake
tutorial  that only the top (maximum z) region of the granite unit cell has been wetted after 500
ms. 
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8.3 Calculation Operations

Calculation operations allow you to simulate the behaviour of pore-fluids - i.e. liquids, gases,
dissolved ions or colloidal suspensions within the pores, and to estimate the flow of heat through
both the liquid and solid phase of your material. 
 

The following tutorial  illustrates how to model the wetting of porous material.   
For other operations, instructions can be found by following one of these links:   permeability ,
thermal conductivity ,  tortuosity ,  filtration  effects, wetting  and percolation  uptake of
wetting and non-wetting fluids respectively, and migration  by diffusion. 
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8.3.1 Fluid Uptake

A tutorial is included here to demonstrate wetting fluid uptake . 

8.3.1.1 Wetting Fluid Uptake

The figures in this tutorial relate to the file granite learn 15x 3fits.pXt , in the Tutorial datafiles zip
file available at the website downloads page.  If you wish to match the pictured outputs, then load
that file before continuing.

To simulate wetting, click on Run new operation... | Calculation... | Fluid Uptake.  

Then select wetting with water (default) for 500 ms :

At the end of the simulation, if you click on the structure image on the right of the screen, it will
expand, as shown in the next figure.  To obtain a graph of the content distribution,  see the
Connectivity Distribution tutorial. 
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A slightly zoomed in view of the wetted unit cell is shown below.  Notice the colour coding - the pink pore

on the right is only partially full of water, whereas the dark blue pores and throats are entirely full. 
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8.4 Modelling your own sample

This is an intermediate level tutorial.  Before embarking on it, you should complete all the
introductory level tutorials. Having completed those, you are likely to be at the stage of wanting to
model your own sample. 

This tutorial gives you a step by step walk-through of how to do that.  For completeness, we use a
new sample type, namely a highly porous (94%) mineral sample, and there is specific advice in this
tutorial about how to model and view the results for highly porous samples. 

8.4.1 Finding the optimum structure type

All the files necessary for this tutorial are contained in the zip file Intermediate tutorial modelling
own sample. (You may have already downloaded some of the datafiles, but they are bunched
together again for your convenience.) Download the zip file from the PoreXpert website at 
https://www.porexpert.com/product-download/datafile_downloads/  .Our results are included for
comparison to yours, but may differ because they were carried out with learning mode turned on (the
default setting) and our program is very experienced in modelling a wide range of samples. 

Start PoreXpert.  Then Sample (i.e. load) the datafile high_porosity_mineral.csv .  Click Accept.

You will now be at the Curve Fitting screen.  Instead of clicking Accept, to run a batch click Go
home.

Click PoreBatch | Open batch description, and Open the batch file fitting-all-types-15x-
batch.pXt . 

Click Porebatch | Run batch list , and wait for the batch to complete.  (If you are running a
computer with enough processors and threads, many or all of the processes should run in parallel.)

On completion, click File | Save as... | PoreXpert file , and save your results in case you need to
look back at them. 

You will notice that the vertically banded structure type is the one with the closest fit (smallest
percentage Distance between simulation and experiment). So that is the structure type to choose. (If
your own results differ from that, for the purposes of this tutorial choose the vertically banded
structure type anyway.)

The next step is to generate at least five stochastic realisations of this structure type with different
random number seeds to find the most statistically representative structure.  

Click File | Open ...  , and reload the datafile high_porosity_mineral.csv .  Click Accept. At the
Curve Fitting screen, to run a batch click Go home (not Accept).

Click PoreBatch | Open batch description, and Open the batch file
fitting_batch_5_stoch_gens_VB_x25.pXt . Then Porebatch | Run batch list . After completion,
save the output as .pXt file under a different name. 

You then need to choose the most representative structure, as explained in the advanced tutorial at
https://www.porexpert.com/help2/index.html?artefacts-and-stochastic-realisations.htm .  However, for
purposes of this intermediate tutorial, we will choose the stochastic generation which has the lowest

https://www.porexpert.com/product-download/datafile_downloads/
https://www.porexpert.com/help2/index.html?artefacts-and-stochastic-realisations.htm
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Distance - in our case 2.09% for stochastic generation 1 .  The lowest distance can be selected
using the Build operation in the next section of this tutorial.  However, you may wish to select the
closest fit yourself by highlighting each operation with a higher distance %, and deleting it. 

You are now ready to carry out a cluster analysis on your sample . 

 

8.4.2 Cluster analysis of your sample

Before running the cluster analysis, you need to build the sample unit cell.  Click Run new
operation | Initialisation | Building, and Accept. (If you have not deleted the structures with higher
Distance, choose the Best available fit option.) Click Accept.

Once back in the Operations List screen, click Run new operation... | Initialisation... | Auto
Cluster Ratio. Click Run sequence.   

After completion, the Auto Cluster analysis will return you to the Operations List screen, ready for to
view the characteristics of the simulation as described in the next section . 

8.4.3 Viewing characteristics of your sample

On the Operations List screen you will see two new operations:  Unit Cell Building and Size
Distribution.  Double click on Unit Cell Building.

Because the sample has such a high porosity, the best way to view it is with the 3D properties
view. Single click on the icon. 

The image of the high porosity sample looks almost solid.  That is because it is an inverse image -
voids are shown solid, and solid is shown transparent.  This allows inspection right through a
sample.  You will also notice that a large number of the cubic pores are stippled / shaded.  This
indicates that rather than being a single pore, they are a cluster of smaller pores, all larger than the
throat entering the cluster in the percolation direction. 

To look at the throats on their own, in the Targeted Selection dropdown menu, deselect Pores by
clicking the box next to them so that the tick disappears, whereupon only throats are selected. Click
Apply and wait for the structure to be redrawn.  You will now see the throats coloured and the pores
greyed out. To move the structure, use your right-hand mouse button to drag it. Use your mouse
wheel to move through it. Double click on the structure to view it in Full Screen mode. Then Go
home to the Operations List screen. 

Double click on the Size Distribution operation.  You will see a graph of the sizes of all the different
types of voids - for an explanation of those, read our publication. Various options for the graph
display are given in the two drop-down menus. You can also zoom in to a section of the graph by
drawing an outline on it by dragging the mouse. To exit the zone, left-click anywhere in the graph.

You now have a structure and its characteristics, from whence you can proceed to other properties
and the behaviour of pores fluids within, as described in the respective introductory tutorials.
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8.5 Artefacts and stochastic realisations

This is an advanced tutorial, and should only be followed once you have worked through the previous
tutorials and are familiar with the general operation of the software.
It is aimed at those wishing to use PoreXpert for advanced research and product development.
It explains how to avoid artefacts, for example spurious trends generated by the computer model
itself rather than actual trends within a series of samples.
It is split into a number of short sections that allow you to jump to relevant information and skip
details that are irrelevant, according to the type of sample and quality of data that you are wishing to
model. 
It is recommended that you work through it using PoreXpert, which will take of the order of half a day.
However, if you want simply to skim through it, the results are also shown as screenshots.  
All the requisite datafiles, including the outputs Excel workbook, are in the Advanced Tutorial
Artefacts.zip datafile downloadable from the datafile downloads page of the website. 

First, there is an explanation of PoreXpert artefacts .

8.5.1 Artefacts

PoreXpert is an inverse modeller - it produces a stochastic range of void structures, all of which could
replicate the percolation characteristic data input.  Therefore, as explained previously , there are
an infinite range of possible void structures that could generate the percolation characteristics of your
sample.  PoreXpert uses a series of approximations to produce its simulated void networks, so
PoreXpert is not particularly good at producing absolute values of pore-fluid properties.  Its strength
lies in looking at a series of samples - for example a series of sintered filters manufactured by
sintering particles with different size ranges.  So this is a treacherous combination.  The range of
modelled structures corresponding to the series of samples could have particular characteristics
changing because of artefacts - i.e. artificial trends produced by the approximations in the software,
not relating to your samples.  There are a series of important steps necessary to avoid such a pitfall,
and it is strongly recommended that you work through them all.  The first is to check the quality of
input data . 

8.5.2 Input data quality

There is a maxim about computer models:  Garbage in, Garbage out.  However, because of the
stochastic nature of PoreXpert, coupled with the considerations described in the previous section, for
PoreXpert Garbage in can result in amplified Garbage out.  The software is extremely sensitive to
changes in the input data, and errors in any input data are likely to be magnified in the output.  So
the input data has to be of the highest quality - much higher, in fact, than normally recommended by
manufacturers.  Suppliers of mercury porosimeters, for example, often trumpet the speed of their
instruments - but fast intrusion can result in mercury heating effects which bulk up the intrusion and
can cause physically impossible, and hence un-modellable, bulges in the intrusion characteristics. 
Similarly for water retention data - these must be of the highest quality.  Our frustrating experience of
that, when we first started out modelling soil, was to trust one of England's national centres of
excellence.  The member of staff there guessed one of the experimental points, while he was with his
wife while she had a baby.  However, he guessed that the soil would not release any more water
during a tension increment, which was wrong, and we wasted several months trying to model the
data before we heard the truth. We have since collaborated with the world-leading, and entirely
trustworthy, Rothamsted Research. So, be sure to check your data, having read, if relevant, the
further discussion about mercury porosimetry  or water retention .  
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If your input to PoreXpert is from mercury porosimetry or porometry, now move on to a consideration
of void size range . For water retention and geometric input, skip to stochastic realisations .

8.5.3 Void size range

In order for PoreXpert to model percolation measurements, the pressure or suction (tension) range
over which measurements are made is converted to a range of throat-entry sizes using the Laplace
equation (as shown previously for mercury porosimetry  and water retention ). PoreXpert takes
the resulting range literally - i.e. the void structure model you generate will include voids covering the
entire size range.  That would be fine for an infinitely flexible model - but PoreXpert is not infinitely
flexible. Above all, to make the maths tractable, the voids are arranged on a grid which is equally
spaced in each of the three Cartesian directions. So if your percolation data suggests a few very
large voids, the entire grid of voids will be spaced out to at least the size of the largest void so that
none overlap.  Small pores, connected by small throats, will be spaced equally far apart, even though
in natural porous samples, small voids tend to be packed closer together than large ones.  So you
need to think hard about whether you wish to model the lowest pressure (largest size) intrusion.  
You also need to think about the highest pressure / smallest size intrusion.  Are there many points
close to 100% intrusion? - in which case, truncate the datafile.  Or for some samples, such as
Gilsocarbon graphite and tight oil shale, many of the interesting pore fluid effects occur at sizes
smaller than accessible by mercury at the highest pressure of a commercial porosimeter - i.e.
smaller than 4nm. Under those circumstances you should consider extending the effective
percolation characterise by supplementing the mercury intrusion curve with another experimental
technique, such as adsorption .  
Let us take as an example the Medicinal Tablet.csv data file, loaded  into the directory created at
install time ..\PoreXpert\Example Files\Experimental Data\Porosimetry (which derives from our
work published in Ridgway et al. 1997 ) .  It is in PoreXpert format . Open the file in a
spreadsheet and graphing package such as MS Excel. Change the horizontal axis to logarithmic,
and plot the data with axis labels as shown:

Firstly, do we wish to model the 1.79% of intrusion from 427 mm to 107 mm, remembering that the
largest size will space out all the voids, including the smallest ones ?  For this exercise, our answer
is no - so we ditch that one.  Also, at Laplace size below 0.14 mm the intrusion only rises from 99.4
to 100%, and it is not worth burdening the model with having to model the smallest voids.  That small
amount of intrusion may actually be because the tablet is compressible.  To understand that, read
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through the tutorial in the PoreXpand Help system, (To correct for sample compression within
Micromeritics porosimeters, we strongly recommend PoreXpand, which can be purchased from us at
a fraction of the price you have paid for PoreXpert.)  For the current sample, any compression effects
can be ignored, and the intrusion curve truncated back to 0.14 mm. So, truncate the Medicinal
Tablet.csv file to the range specified, and re-scale the truncated data to 0 to 100 %, as shown:

Now we are only modelling the intrusion range from 1.79 to 99.41 %, so the modelled porosity,
shown as 30% in the datafile, drops proportionally to 29.8% . We are now only inputting 30 data
points of intrusion, and 30 points overall, so those numbers need to be changed in the datafile as
well.  So your datafile should now look like this:

https://www.porexpert.com/help2/PoreXpand/index.html
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If you are studying a series of samples, then to avoid size-range artefacts you need to either (i)
truncate each sample to the same size range, or (ii) shift the size range according, for example, to
the position of the point of inflexion of the intrusion curve.  An example of the case (i) would be if you
are studying a series of outcrop sandstones occluded to a different extent, or a series of samples of
building stone weathered to a different extent.  Examples of case (ii) are sintered metal filters where
the green samples have been compressed to different extents before sintering, or a range of different
geological samples, as exemplified by our validation study . 

We are now ready to consider the next topic - spacing of data . 
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8.5.4 Spacing of data

The spacing of input data is another thing that PoreXpert takes literally.  The goodness of fit, or
Distance , is measured averaging the distance from each experimental percolation point to the
nearest simulation point.  So if your datafile has a large number of points in a particular region, it will
assume that you think that region is most important.  However, as commercial instruments tend to
work from a table of equally spaced pressure, suction or tension values, there are usually fewer
points along the point of inflexion part of the percolation curve rather than in other regions.  Some
commercial porosimeters can give out a very large number of data points, but there is no advantage
to PoreXpert beyond having a hundred or so spaced appropriately along the intrusion curve.  For
datafiles comprising very many intrusion points, we have a Python application to thin them - it
selects points 1% apart along the percolation curve in two-dimensional parameter space defined by
scaling the both the logarithmic axis and the intrusion range to 100%.  An example is shown below -
note that the spacing is equal along the curve itself, so the steeper part of the intrusion curve is more
closely spaced with respect to the logarithmic diameter axis.  

For the purposes of this tutorial, we will just carry out the data thinning exercise manually on our
example file, although in this case there is not much of a problem. Delete the slightly bunched data
points at 22.45 and 16.40 mm, as shown at the bottom of the graph below.

Your datafile should now look like this, ready for the next part of the tutorial, on how to find the
optimum structure type . 
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8.5.5 Optimum structure type

To follow this tutorial, you need the datafile shown in the previous section.  If you have been following
the tutorial, then you will have this data file to hand.  If not, it is in the Advanced Tutorial
Artefacts.zip datafile downloadable from the datafile downloads page of the website. The zip file
contains the required Medicinal tablet edited.csv file. 

There are various caveats regarding the following exercise.  The first is that the edited data file has a
shape that PoreXpert finds relatively easy to fit, whereas your own percolation curves may be much
more difficult to fit, especially if they have a less sigmoid shape and much larger void size range. 
The second is that for speed of calculation , we will use a 15x15x15 unit cell, whereas for
research purposes, you should typically be using a 25x25x25 grid.  If you are running PoreXpert on a
super-computer, you could use 30x30x30 unit cells. Finally, so that our results and yours match, we
will run the fitting exercise with the learning mode  switched off.  However, in practice, you should
always leave it switched on so that PoreXpert learns about your samples. 

Open PoreXpert, and click on Open an existing file.  Find and select the Medicinal tablet
edited.csv  datafile and Accept it.  At the Curve Fitting screen, instead of clicking Accept (which
leads to a single automated fit with the default structure type), click Go home. Then Pore batch |
Open batch description, and find and select the file
fitting_5_stoch_gens_HLtoS_noLearn_batch.pXt .  Then PoreBatch | Run batch list . 

After calculation, the Operations List screen should look like this (as also listed in
Medicinal_Tablet_fitting_5_stoch_gens_HLtoS_noLearn.pXt )  :
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The percentages are the distances  (fit discrepancies) for each structure type . It can be seen
that the minimum distance (best fit) is for the Horizontal: Large to Small  structure type. As we
have no other basis on which to choose a structure type, then in this case we will proceed with using
this type.  
However, there are two circumstances when you may wish to use a structure type that is not the
best fit.  The first is if you are studying a sample when, because of microscopy or manufacturing
process for example, you know the most appropriate structure type to use - but remember that the
void size auto-correlations are over very small distances, of the order of two or three times the largest
void size that you are modelling. The second is when you are calculating a property and wish to find
outer bounds for the estimate of that property.  The most obvious example is when wanting to
estimate absolute permeability (from which relative permeability estimates can also be derived).  In
that case you need to choose one structure type where the correlations are in layers parallel to the
direction of fluid flow, typically a vertically banded structure, which will give you the upper bound of
the estimated permeability (network flow capacity) and compare that with using the optimum
stochastic generation derived from a horizontally banded structure such as the one we are about to
use, i.e. Horizontal: Large to small, which will give you the lower bound. By so doing you are dealing
with another artefact - the fact that the unit cells are infinitely replicated in each Cartesian direction. 
So if a vertically banded structure happens not to have any hindrances to flow in the largest of its
layers, which is parallel to the direction of fluid flow, then that effect will be magnified by replication. 
Similarly, if a horizontally banded structure happens to impede the flow, then that impedance will be
infinitely replicated.  In natural samples there are always heterogeneities at some scale that allow
limited flow. 

We are now ready to consider choice of the optimum stochastic realisation . 

8.5.6 Optimum stochastic realisation

Having established that the optimum structure type for our medicinal tablet is Horizontal: Large to
small, then we now need to establish which stochastic realisation is best.  We refer to each
stochastic realisation by its stochastic generation number.  The random (Monte Carlo) nature of
inverse modelling involves the use of random numbers.  However, a true random number generator
will produce different random numbers, and hence different answers, every time that the model is run,
whereupon it is impossible to know whether the differences are due merely to the stochastic
realisation process, or some other factor.  That uncertainty is eliminated by using a pseudo-random
number generator (a Mersenne Twister) which is re-seeded with the same first seed for every
session.  That means that, if the learning mode is switched off as at present, your results should be
the same as in this example.  
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So - File | Open to open a new datafile, and reload the Medicinal tablet edited.csv file, and
Accept.  Then Go home, PoreBatch, Open batch description, open the file
Medicinal_Tablet_fitting_5_stoch_gens_HLtoS_noLearn.pXt , and PoreBatch | Run batch list. 

Once the batch has completed, your Operations List should look like this: 

The batch file was written so for this run the operation number on the left corresponds to the
stochastic generation number.  However, that is not necessarily the case with your own fits. To
check on the quality of fit represented by a particular Curve Fitting operation, simply double click on
it.  The fit is then shown in a graph on the left, and the stochastic generation number is listed in the
Parameters... drop-down menu. 

It would be tempting at this point to assume that the best choice in this case is stochastic
generation 1, because that has the optimum fit (1.07 %).  For some samples that are difficult to fit,
for example Gilsocarbon graphite or tight oil shale that have their size ranges extended to small
sizes using surface are and pycnometry measurements, then the closest distance is usually the one
to choose, because other stochastic generations give rise to much worse fits. Sometimes proves
even more difficult to obtain structures.   In that case attempt to model several of the samples.  If one
produces a fit, then note the simplex fitting parameter values.  Then for the other samples, which
have proved impossible to fit, on the Curve Fitting screen go to the Advanced... dropdown menu,
and in the Simplex limits section constrain the simplex to values around those that have been
successful for the sample that you did manage to fit. (At the very end of this tutorial we will also
encounter another over-riding reason to change the selection of stochastic generations.) 

However when, as in this case, the curve is relatively straightforward to fit, and there is more than
one fit below a distance of 2%, then a tighter method of choosing the stochastic generation can be
employed.  As well considering fits with distances less than 2%, we also survey the stochastic
generations to discover the most statistically central stochastic generation, which may or may not
be that with the lowest distance.  In this case we generated five stochastic generations to choose
from, but that is really the minimum - ten would be safer.  Then we know that the PoreXpert model for
this sample is representative - i.e. its fitting parameters do not include any outliers. This is especially
important when looking at the trends across a series of samples, which is the normal way of using
PoreXpert. 

Another temptation is to generate a PoreXpert structure based on the average of each parameter,
using the Cell Engineering  option. However, that produces a structure with the wrong percolation
characteristics as shown below.  (The structure shown is averaged in linear, rather than the precise
semi-logarithmic parameter space explained below.)  The reason is that all the fitting parameters are
coupled, not independent - if a particular fit has a high value of one parameter, then other parameters
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may go low to compensate so that there is still convergence onto the experimental percolation
characteristics. 

At this point, save the output as a PoreXpert file (File | Save as ... | PoreXpert file ), as we will
have to back track as explained below. 

To find the representative sample, from the Home, Operations List screen, File | Save as ... | CSV
file  .  Save to a suitable directory on your computer.  Go that directory and you should see a file list
as shown:

The numbers are the operation numbers, that for this run correspond to the stochastic generation
numbers. We need to important specific information from these files into a spreadsheet software - in
the present example, we will use MS Excel.  The information we need from each sheet are the
stochastic generation number (row 10), and Simplex results shown in rows 20 to 25.  Import these
data for each stochastic generation into a single summary spreadsheet which should look like this:

Now calculate the mean and standard deviation (s) row by row for rows 3 to 7.  (To be more precise,
the Pore Skew and Throat Skew vary within logarithmic parameter space, so the mean, standard
deviations and permitted ranges for these two variables should be in logarithmic parameter space  -
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equivalent to using a geometric rather than arithmetic mean.  For simplicity, we have ignored this
factor for this exercise.)  

Insert a blank row before Distance.  The stochastic generation to choose is then the one that has
most parameters within the mean ± s , while also having an acceptable Distance - i.e. less than 2%.
Results are Conditionally Formatted according to these criteria in the table below - red is too high,
blue too low.

It is clear from this table that the stochastic generation to choose is 3, not 1.  Stochastic generation
1 has two outlying parameters - Throat Skew and Connectivity.  Stochastic generation 3 has a higher
distance, but as can be seen from the graph above, the increase in distance is not significant - it
would quite likely be within the experimental scatter if another mercury intrusion curve was
measured. 

So you can now return to the PoreXpert Operations List screen and delete stochastic generation
numbers 1,2, 4 and 5. (Click on each one in turn to highlight it, and press your Delete key).  Then
you are left with just the correctly chosen stochastic generation of a datafile with minimised
artefacts.  So File | Save as ... | PoreXpert file to save the file for later.  

Your next operation would be to build the unit cell (Run new operation... | Initialisation... |
Building ), Accept, then run the Auto Cluster Ratio (Run new operation... | Initialisation... | Auto
Cluster ratio ).  In this case, the Auto Cluster does not work - manual cluster ratio  builds show
that there is a major kink in the Unresolved Clusters distribution which the Cluster Ratio cannot
eliminate.  This is a pertinent demonstration that the stochastic nature of PoreXpert makes it
something of an untameable and unpredictable beast.  So in this case that might be a reason to
revert to stochastic generation 1, for which the Auto Cluster operation does work, as shown below.
  

However, for real research, you would have the learning mode  switched on, and be generating unit
cells on a 25x25x25 grid, or 30x30x30 on a supercomputer, for which the Auto Cluster operation is
more stable. 
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9 Validation

When using a computer model, it is important to know whether it is just generating intriguing but
scientifically suspect outputs, or whether the results can be relied on for product development and
academic research.  We have therefore carried out a series of validations, both on the property
simulations  and software consistency . 

9.1 Property simulation validation

Over the years of development of PoreXpert and its predecessor Pore-Cor, we have carried out
various validations of the simulations - i.e. the extent to which they match measured properties,
specifically void sizes , permeability , tortuosity  and filtration . The properties themselves
are difficult to measure, for a variety of reasons, which is why PoreXpert is such a useful tool.  

9.1.1 Void size and permeability validation

A validation was published by Matthews, Canonville and Moss  in 2006, using Pore-Cor to check
void size distributions against experimental measurements on a range of sandstone and quartz rock
specimens, as detailed in Table 1 from that publication. 

At that time, we measured mercury intrusion characteristics for the sample, as shown below.
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During the 2020 coronavirus 1st-wave lockdown, we used PoreXpert v2 to model the same mercury
intrusion curves as shown in the graph above, with the same maximum and minimum void sizes and
porosities as quoted in that publication.  However, close inspection of the plots above shows that
there are not many experimental points around the important points of inflexion of the curves, but
plenty at either end. PoreXpert carries out a point by point calculation of Distance , so the fit
would be unduly biased towards the maximum and minimum intrusion, and away from the point of
inflexion.  We therefore thinned  the data to eliminate some of the point near the maximum and
minimum applied pressures, and correspondingly near the minimum and maximum throat diameters
shown on the graph. 
 
Vertically banded structures provided the best fit, as exemplified by the batch result screen below:

Consequently, all the mercury intrusion curves shown above were fitted with 25x25x25 vertically
banded  unit cells, fitting the 30 stochastic realisations shown below with an average Distance
of 1.3 %. 
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The next figure shows a comparison between experimental pore areas from image-analysed electron
micrographs of microtomed sections of sample 5 (X). Also shown are five Pore-Cor microtome
simulations, derived from five stochastic realisations of fits to the mercury intrusion curve. It can be
seen that Pore-Cor is much closer to experiment than the capillary bundle model  (∆) which is
many orders of magnitude too low. Also superimposed, as red diamonds, are the PoreXpert
microtome simulations  for the first stochastic realisation fit to the same sample, which are a
close fit to experiment. However, it can also be seen that there is a spike in the simulation results at
the highest size.  It is this spike that the cluster analysis  has removed, but the microtoming
simulation does not yet take into account the clusters.  The cluster analysis has the effect of
spreading the spike proportionally down though the rest of the void size range, so that would produce
an even closer fit to experiment.   

 
Comparison of microtome simulations by Pore-Cor (black) and PoreXpert (red) w ith experimental

measurements and the capillary bundle model

In the same 2006 publication, we compared experimental and simulated absolute permeabilities
using Pore-Cor Research Suite .  Figure 7 in that publication, reproduced below, showed that the
Pore-Cor permeabilities followed the same trend as experimental samples, but in absolute terms
were usually one or more orders of magnitude too low. Hence the fact that we refer to the PoreXpert
permeability simulations as network permeabilities . The Thomson and Kozeny equations are both
based on semi-empirical fits to experimental data, so do not form a fair comparison with a priori
simulations such as ours. Note that there is no one-to-one vertical axis comparison between
stochastic generations and no trends between adjacent results - spreading them horizontally is
simply a way of showing their general location on the permeability axis and their spread on that axis.
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Pore-Cor permeability simulations compared with semi-empirical and experimental values

In the 2020 study, we simulated the permeability for N
2
 under identical conditions (i.e. a mean free

path  of 0.069 mm) giving rise to the identical Klinkenberg correction , using PoreXpert v2
Cloud . Our results are shown below.  As can be seen, the trend in permeabilities again follow the
experimental trend, but are even more exaggerated.  

PoreXpert permeability simulations compared with experimental values

What is clear is that PoreXpert is true unto itself, in that the simulated permeabilities track according
 to the mercury intrusion curves shown above.  Compare, for example, sample 3 and 4, which have
50% mercury intrusion around 0.3 mm, and sample 5 which has 50% intrusion around 40 mm; there
are two orders of magnitude difference between the intrusion characteristics of the sample, as well
as a porosity difference.  The PoreXpert flow capacities  at these dimensions are dictated by
Poiseuillian flow through throats, and vary to the fourth power of the throat radii.  So we would expect
the permeabilities between samples 3 and 4, and sample 5, to vary by around 8 orders of magnitude,
which indeed they do.  So the question is: why don't the experimental permeabilities track with the
experimental mercury intrusion curves?  An obvious answer would be that the permeabilities were

measured on larger samples than the 1 cm3 samples used for mercury porosimetry, and that those
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larger samples included cracks and void features not probed by the porosimetry. However, we have
no provenance for the permeability measurements - the values came from a database, so the reason
for the discrepancy remains unanswered.  
Overall, this updated exercise emphasises that PoreXpert is free of hidden calibration
factors - the results depend on basic physics.  So, as stated at the outset , it is
likely that you will need to calibrate PoreXpert simulations against experimental
values for some of your own samples if they are available.  That does not reduce the
value of PoreXpert - its strength is in trends and what-if experiments.
 

9.1.2 Tortuosity validation

In 2015 we published a validation of the ionic tortuosity simulation (Laudone et al, Chem Eng Sci.). 
We found good agreement between experimental and simulated tortuosities for three samples: Bath
Stone (A), siliceous oöidal lime- stone  similar to Bath Stone (B), and a sample of red sandstone (C),
as shown below.

9.1.3 Filtration validation

The fitration simulation is based on successive blockage of the simulated unit cell by particles.  So a
test of its validation also tests the validity of the void size distribution and permeability simulations as
well as the filtration algorithm.  In Price et al, 2009 , we described a validation showing imprecise
matches between simulation and experiment, as exemplified below, which were nevertheless
workably close to be a useful supplement to the bench testing of filters. 
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experimental filter characteristics simulated filter characteristics

9.2 Software consistency validation

We are continually updating PoreXpert - so you may wonder if the calculation results you obtain may
be changed in a following session by a software update or upgrade.  To check that never happens,
the software has a system of self testing, using the NUnit system, to check internal consistency and
forward validity.  Nevertheless your results may change from session to session, but that is most
likely because the software learns as it goes along, with the aim of continually improving its fitting
capabilities.  
To run the internal consistency tests, we freeze PoreXpert's brain at a specific level of experience. 
Before we issue an update or upgrade, the software must pass all of the following tests : 

Controller Level Tests

Classic UnitCell Test
- Build a classic unit cell with a set of parameters and compare it with a unit cell in file previously
generated. Cluster Ratio is set to zero.
- Seven different unit cells are tested of constant size with varying parameters.

ClassicSimplexTest
- Run the Simplex with a given grid initialisation file and verify that the results match previously
obtained results.
- Assumes that users will be allowed to modify the bigmatrix.csv file contained in the program binary
folder in order to add their best fitting grids so the test uses another bigmatrix.csv file which remains
constant.

Cuboidal UnitCell Test
- Build a single cuboidal unit cell with fixed parameters and compare to one loaded from a file.
Cluster ratio is set to zero.

Auto Cluster Ratio (new for v2)
- Loads a 10*10*10 fitted sample (based on the Clashac demo file) from a .pXt file, runs the Auto
Cluster Ratio to generate the optimised unit cell, runs the PTSD (pore and throat size distribution)
operation. 
- Tests the ‘PoresVolume’, ‘ThroatsVolume’ and ‘ClusterVolume’ results against a second .pXt file
with the Auto Cluster Ratio and PTSD ops already completed. 
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- Then runs an identical test with a 15*15*15 cell.

Permeability Test
- Creates a 10*10*10 manual cell with default parameters. 
- Calculates water permeability and checks the exact result against hard-coded values. 
- The test is repeated with a 15*15*15 unit cell. Both tests are then repeated calculating Nitrogen at
25oC permeabilities, again checking against known results.

Tortuosity Test
- Loads a test .pXt file containing completed building and Ionic tortuosity ops (tortuosityTest1.pXt). 
- Creates a 12*12*12 manual cell with given parameters and runs the Ionic tortuosity calculation. 
- Checks that the single figure tortuosity values are the same in each case. 
- The test is then repeated with a Fluid tortuosity test file (tortuosityTest2.pXt) and a corresponding
fresh Fluid tortuosity calculation. 
Note that the full tortuosity curves are not compared at present.

Model Level Tests

Beta Distribution Test
- Creates a new Beta Distribution with given parameters and quantises it to give a Throat Distribution.
- Compares the throat sizes, percentages and quantized distribution with test results stored in a .csv
file.

Curves Distance Test
- Creates a PX material using mercury porosimetry.
- Compares two curves using data from CurveDistanceTest.csv, applying
nonWettingFluid.advLaplacePressure(diameter) to the data.

Laplace Diameter Test
- Creates a PX material using mercury porosimetry.
- Checks the material’s advLaplaceDiameter and advLaplacePressure properties against fixed
constants.

Non Wetting Intrusion Test
- Runs the Simplex with a given grid initialisation file and verify that the results match previously
obtained results.
- A fixed bigmatrix.csv file is used.

Pseudo Random Number Test
- Tests the PX Random Number Generators and Mersenne Twister functions with given seed values
against known results.
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10 Troubleshooting and user support

10.1 Frequently Asked Questions

Here are the questions we are asked most often.  The FAQ section of the website may be more up
to date than the printed / pdf version of the User Manual. If you cannot find your answer here, please
ask us.  

How accurate is your model?
A lot more accurate than most approximations in the current research literature, as demonstrated in
our validation exercises .  However, you need to appreciate the scientific basis of the model, as
described  in the Welcome section .

What type of samples can you model?
The scope  of the model is also described in the Welcome section.

Can I use permeability or hydraulic conductivity data to derive a void structure?
No. Permeability or hydraulic conductivity is too sensitive to too many features of the void structure,
so inverse modelling  of that property is not possible. Also, a single permeability or hydraulic
conductivity reading contains too little information. A single measurement from the mercury intrusion
curve (e.g. the characteristic throat diameter) also provides too little information, which is why
PoreXpert uses the shape of the entire curve.
 
Can PoreXpert read data files direct from my porosimeter or porometer?
Yes. PoreXpert reads data direct from Micromeritics Autopore, ThermoFisher (Carlo Erba) Pascal,

Quantachrome porosimeters and the PoroluxTM 100 or 1000 Porometer. For further details on file
formats, see Experimental File Formats  in this Help system.

Can I use ThermoFisher mercury porosimetry data that has been corrected for
compressibility?
PoreXpert can read Thermo Fisher data  that have been corrected for compressibility and
uncorrected data from the SOLID software. If you want to use compressibility corrected data from
SOLID you need to export the data using the Export to PoreXpert button on the Export Tab. Older

versions of SOLID do not have this feature. 
 
Why do I need PoreXpert when I already have the Manufacturer's porosimeter software?
The Manufacturer's software uses an implicit assumption that the porous solid comprises
unconnected aligned hollow cylinders , as in the Not this diagram below. If your sample is like
that, then use the Manufacturer's software. If it is more like the But this diagram, i.e. a 3-D
interconnected network of voids and narrower connections shown as solid, with transparent solid
phase, then PoreXpert will give you more information.
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Not This But This

                                 

The Micromeritics and ThermoFisher software calculates fractal dimensions, whereas
PoreXpert does not. Why not?
First you need to read the previous answer. Then the answer to this is that whereas a fractal
dimension can be calculated based on the aligned cylinders model, it is very much more difficult for a
3-D interconnected network, and we have not done it yet.
 
Can I use PoreXpert for quality assurance purposes?
Yes. Imagine a box bounded by acceptable upper and lower limits of two experimental parameters.
The box is two-dimensional for 2 parameters, but for more parameters becomes a cuboid, and so on.
If your product's properties fall within the box, then it is acceptable for sale. PoreXpert allows you to
use more and/or better parameters to define the box. For example, you could replace characteristics
throat diameter, which is based on the 50% intrusion point, with simulated permeability, which may
be much closer to a required experimental property. In practice, we use a multivariate analysis
package to statistically analyse the data, and look for correlation clusters. We have done this for
tantalum capacitors made from sintered tantalum corals - the efficiency of the final capacitors
correlated closely with PoreXpert simulated permeability. 
 
While working with PoreXpert program, an error occurred with a data file. Error message
was like 'second data is lower than first data'?
The software will not accept intrusion curves for which the intrusion volume goes down with
increasing pressure. First check that you have followed our experimental protocols for mercury
porosimetry  or water retention . The problem can also occur if the user has not used the
PoreXpert compressibility corrector to pre-process the data using an accurate blank run for the same
penetrometer. So under those circumstances, you must clean up the data file - i.e. remove the
values which go down instead of up.
 
Can I model both mercury intrusion and extrusion, or both water retention and drainage?
No - unfortunately PoreXpert only fits itself to a mercury intrusion curve, water retention curve or
porometry data. We have not managed to fit both intrusion and extrusion (percolation and imbibition)
together yet (or water retention followed by drainage). However, we have modelled the pressure-cyclic
mercury porosimetry of nuclear graphite (Laudone et al., 2014) .
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The PoreXpert program did not get a value of porosity from Micromeritics *.rpt, or
Quantachrome *.prm file. I read it from a report and wrote it in the data input screen. Is this
operation valid?
Yes - for Micromeritics and Quantachrome format files the software does not read the porosity
directly, so must be input manually. However, if the intrusion files and the blank are processed first
using the compressibility corrector for Micromeritics files, the correct porosity is calculated.

Can I find the porosity of my sample by using PoreXpert ?
No - porosity is an input to the inverse modeller, not an output.  Porosity needs to be measured
experimentally .

10.2 Training Courses

Please see the PoreXpert website for details.

10.3 Contact Details

Please contact us via the PoreXpert website.
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11 Pore-Cor Research Suite

PoreXpert's predecessor was Pore-Cor (Pore-Level Properties Correlator), which is no longer
supported. It is a software package which allows the study of the pore level properties of any
mesoporous or macroporous solid, i.e. a solid with pore sizes greater than 2 nm (Rouquerol, Avnir,
Everett et al., 1994). (Fluids trapped in microporous solids such as zeolites have their properties
altered by the geometrical constraints of the pores, an effect not modelled by Pore-Cor, Webb and
Orr 1997.)
 
A good account of much of the theory on which Pore-Cor is based on is given in Dullien's textbook.
Since that work (in 1992), there have been many advances - such as the study of compressible
structures, the use of wetting fluid drainage, and the calculation of permeability from 3-D structures
generated from mercury porosimetry. All these advances are included in this program, and cited in
the Reference list  at the end of the help system and user manual.
 

How is Pore-Cor Research Suite related to PoreXpert?
PoreXpert includes all of the capabilities of Pore-Cor Research Suite and then expands on the
capabilities by the addition of new algorithms such as Thermal Conductivity and Cluster Analysis.
PoreXpert also includes features such as automated fully formatted pdf and csv reports  for quality
control purposes and easier export of the data, and the ability to run the software in an automatic
mode (PoreBatch ) . 
 
To export data from Pore-Cor RS to PoreXpert follow the instructions here .

11.1 Exporting data from Pore-Cor RS

To export data from Pore-Cor RS into PoreXpert the following steps need to be followed.
1. Open Pore-Cor RS and select Pore-Cor from the main menu screen.
2. On the master data input screen shown in the next figure open the archive file you wish to export.

If the wrong archive file is open, click on "New or different archive" to open the correct archive file,
Archive files can be identified by the file extension which are sl6 or st6 depending on the version of
Pore-Cor RS you are using.
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3. Click on the "Use Archive" button and the following screen will be displayed, which allows the user

to browse the fitting parameters determined using Pore-Cor-RS. Select any of the samples in the
archive and then click on the "Display" button.

 

4. After you have clicked on the display button the following screen is displayed which displays the
detailed sample information. On the right hand side of this screen is an option to write the entire
database to a spreadsheet. Click on this button and save the CSV file generated.
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5. The database file can be opened using PoreXpert, when opening a Pore-Cor RS database file, all
of the samples previously modelled in Pore-Cor RS are exported and PoreXpert creates a building
object in PoreXpert, which can be used to study more parameters, with PoreXpert. A PoreXpert
operation list is shown below when a Pore-Cor database file has been opened. Additional
operations can be added to the operation list, by right clicking on the operation list and using the
insert menu, and then running these additional operations using PoreBatch.
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12 Keyboard and mouse controls

12.1 PoreXpert keyboard shortcuts

Initialisation
Operation Immediate Calculation Add to PoreBatch

Sampling Ctrl + 1 n/a

Fitting Ctrl + 2 Shift + 2

Building Ctrl + 3 Shift + 3

Engineering
Operation Immediate calculation Add to PoreBatch

Targeted Modification Ctrl + T Ctrl + T

Calculation
Operation Immediate Calculation Add to PoreBatch

Permeability Ctrl + 4 Shift + 4

Conductivity Ctrl + 5 Shift + 5

Tortuosity Ctrl + 6 Shift + 6

Filtration Ctrl + 7 Shift + 7

Fluid Uptake Ctrl + 8 Shift + 8

Fluid Migration Ctrl + 9 Shift + 9

Analysis
Operation Immediate Calculation Add to PoreBatch

Connectivity Distribution Ctrl + Alt + 1 Shift + Alt + 1

Content Distribution Ctrl + Alt + 2 Shift + Alt + 2

Pore & Throat Size Distribution Ctrl + Alt + 3 Shift + Alt + 3

Microtoming Ctrl + Alt + 5 Shift + Alt + 5

Fluid Uptake Progress Ctrl + Alt + 6 Shift + Alt + 6

Reporting
Operation Immediate Calculation Add to PoreBatch

Save as PoreXpert File Ctrl + S n/a

Batch Mode
Operation Porebatch

Run Batch List Shift + R
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12.2 3D fullscreen cell viewer controls

Controls for viewing unit cells using 3D fullscreen view in
PoreXpert, stand-alone viewer and PoreXtract

o Hold down left-hand mouse button and drag mouse to rotate the cell.

o Hold down left-hand mouse button, drag mouse and release – keep the cell rotating.

o Hold down right-hand mouse button and drag to zoom in or out (can also be achieved

by rotating the mouse wheel if your mouse has one).

o Hold down central mouse button and drag to move whole structure.

o Press the spacebar to return the structure to the default position. 

o Click the h key on your keyboard to display shortcut keys as listed below.

o To exit the view, click your Esc key.

The shortcuts can be displayed by clicking h while viewing the unit cell, and apply to the PC and
built-in unit cell viewer only. 
 

Keyboard Shortcut Function

C Toggle continuous screen capture

S Output statistics to console

Space Bar Reset the viewing position to home

Z Toggle camera path playback.

c Take screenshot to the directory containing the
cell viewer.  The file is called
filename.poreXpert_0_n.jpg, where filename is the
name of the PoreXpert file you are viewing, and n
is the screenshot number.  
Successive screenshots will increment n.  
However, if you wish to keep a screenshot, you
are advised to rename and move it, as
screenshots from new viewer sessions may over-
write old ones. 

h On screen help.

s On screen statistics.

z Toggle camera path recording.
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